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Abstract 
Graphene, an atomically thin sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb geometry, is 
attracting unique attention thanks to its extraordinary mechanical, electrical and optical 
properties. This thesis work concerns the realization of graphene-based nanoscale devices 
for novel plasmonic applications. We focus mainly on gold/graphene (Au/G) structures 
designed to display plasmonic multiresonances in the visible range thanks to the 
nanostructure geometry based on the Sierpinski carpet (SC) deterministic fractal. In 
addition, we study Au SC fractals without graphene, demonstrating their multiband 
resonance from the visible to mid-infrared range. In both Au SC and Au/G SC, we 
systematically investigate the far-field and near-field properties by Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), supported by 
electromagnetic simulations. Hierarchical spatial distribution of electric near-field 
enhancement provided by Au SC is visualized on Brilliant Cresyl Blue molecules, yielding 
a maximum resonant SERS enhancement factor of about 10
4
, while SERS measurement on 
Au/G exhibited a light-matter enhancement factor up to 10
5
. Finally, increased light 
absorption due to strong electric-field enhancement provided by plasmonic nanostructures 
is exploited to realize a novel photodetector with broadband photoresponse and an 
enhancement factor up to 10 over a bare graphene photodetector. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
Deeper understanding of the underlying physical phenomenon and developments in 
nanoscale fabrication techniques triggered research in nanoscience and nanotechnology at 
an explosive rate, reporting remarkable advances and plethora of promising applications.
1
 
The emerging field of nanotechnology facilitated studies in the area of plasmonics, which 
deals with the optical phenomena related to the electromagnetic response of metals, 
providing the possibility to manipulate light beyond diffraction limits.
2
  
Graphene, a one atom thick layer of carbon, has been a hot topic in research since its initial 
isolation
3
 and has been described as a “wonder” material due to its unique properties.4,5 
Graphene plasmonics in particular is a new field of research that merges the extraordinary 
properties of graphene with that of plasmons. Graphene is a possible alternative to the 
traditional noble metals for plasmonics applications, thanks to its larger confinement, 
longer propagation distances and unique tunability.
6–8
  
The main goal of this thesis work is to explore electric and optical properties of graphene 
and metal/graphene hybrid plasmonic systems and to demonstrate their potential 
applications. The key objectives of this thesis work are the following:  
 Fabrication of graphene nanoribbon (GNR) and GNR based field-effect devices. 
This stage is intended to develop and optimize nanofabrication and characterization 
techniques along with investigation of optical and electrical properties of such 
devices.  
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 Design and precise fabrication of novel gold Sierpinski carpet (SC) fractals and 
investigation of their plasmonic properties experimentally and theoretically. Explore 
possibility of chemical sensing by means of surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
(SERS). 
 Development of methodologies to pattern graphene without directly etching it by 
introducing a novel Au/G hybrid plasmonic system. This is aimed to produce 
devices with enhanced quality and improved light absorption. Furthermore, 1) 
Tailor the plasmonic resonance via electrostatic gating. 2) Study near-field 
enhancement via SERS. 3) Realize broadband and highly efficient photodetector 
based on such hybrid systems.  
This thesis is organized into five chapters as follows: 
 In chapter 2, plasmonic properties are briefly reviewed for metals, graphene, and 
hybrid systems. Necessary physical concepts are introduced along with a brief 
literature review. 
 Chapter 3 is dedicated to the experimental methods employed to realize the 
aforementioned samples. Various characterization techniques are also described in 
detail.   
 The experimental and simulation results are presented in chapter 4. A detailed 
examination of optical and electrical response is discussed and important findings 
are highlighted.  
 Chapter 5 concludes and summarizes our findings. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
2.1 Plasmonics in metals 
Noble metals such as Ag and Au exhibit excellent reflectivity in their bulk form due to the 
large number of free electrons hosted. When the size of metal structures is reduced to 
subwavelength range, the electrons are confined to smaller volumes, leading to distinct 
optical properties due to plasmonic effect
2
. Although nanotechnology is a relatively new 
field of science, the preparation and use of metal nanoparticles (MNPs) had begun as early 
as fourth century by ancient Romans and had been widely used for decoration of glasses 
and ceramics.
9–11
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.1: Lycurgus cup in reflected (left) and transmitted (right) light 
 (Photograph: British museum). 
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Figure 2.1 shows Lycurgus cup, a 4
th
 century AD Roman glass cage cup which exhibits an 
intriguing optical property -i.e., it appears red in transmitted light while green in reflection. 
Dichroic effect in Lycurgus cup is caused by the presence of finely dispersed particles of 
gold alloyed with silver
12,13
. The reduced size of these metal particles gives rise to the 
phenomenon of localized surface plasmon resonance leading to extraordinary optical 
properties which are tunable with particle size, shape, and medium. The major applications 
of metallic nanoparticles nowadays include biosensing
14,15
, SERS
16
, photovoltaic devices 
17
, optical data storage
18
 and photonic metamaterials.
19
 
In this section, a general outline on the origin, characteristics, types and theory of plasmons 
in metals is given. 
2.1.1 Volume and surface plasmons   
Plasmons are collective oscillations of the free electron gas of metals. They can be 
observed in optical experiments, where an incident light with a frequency below the plasma 
frequency is reflected, while light of frequency above the plasma frequency is transmitted.
2
 
Typical plasma wavelengths in noble metals, such as Au, Ag, and Al are approximately 145 
nm, 129 nm and 81 nm respectively.
20–22
 The optical properties of metals can be understood 
by considering the Drude model, which treats electrons within a metal as a negatively 
charged gas surrounding fixed ion cores. The resonance condition is due to response of 
plasma to the external electric-field. In bulk metal, the resonance occurs at the volume 
plasmon frequency ωp, which is given by:
2
 
ωp
2 =
nce
2
ε0mc
                                                                                   (2.1) 
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Where ε0 = 8.85 × 10
−12m−3kg−1s4A2  is the permittivity of free space, e = 1.6 ×
10−19C is the electron charge, 𝑛𝑐 is the density of free electrons, and mc = 9.1 × 10
−31kg 
is the electron mass.  
 
Fig 2.2: Dispersion relation of the plasmon wave of free electron gas [Adapted from Ref. 2]. 
The model gives a relation between bulk plasmon frequency and dielectric function:
2
 
ε(ω) = 1 −
ωp
2
ω2 + iγω
                                           (2.2) 
Where 𝜔 is the frequency of the incident light and 𝛾 is a constant related to the damping of 
the oscillation due to electronic scattering. At large frequencies close to ωp, damping is 
negligible, yielding:  
ε(ω) = 1 −
ωp
2
ω2
                                                         (2.3) 
The dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves in a plasma is given by:
2
 
𝜔2 = 𝜔𝑝
2 + 𝑘2𝑐2                                                        (2.4) 
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Where k is the wavevector. From Equation 2.4 it is clear that for ω < ωp, k
2
 < 0, so that k is 
imaginary. Electromagnetic waves incident in this frequency region do not propagate, but 
will be totally reflected. An electron gas is transparent when ω > ωp, which describes 
transverse electromagnetic waves in a plasma. The dispersion relation for a generic free 
electron metal is depicted in Fig 2.2.  
The coherent charge density oscillations propagating along the surface of a metal at the 
interface of two media with dielectric constants of opposite signs are called surface 
plasmons (SPs). Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) represent photon-electron waves, which 
travel along the interface between a metal and a dielectric. Figure 2.3a shows SPP which 
propagate along x-and y-directions and decays evanescently along z-direction.
2,23
 
 
Fig 2.3: a) Surface plasmon polaritons. b) Dispersion curve of a typical SPP mode [Adapted from 
Ref. 24]. 
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Based on Maxwell’s equations, the dispersion relationship for a surface plasmon can be 
described by:
25
 
                      𝐾𝑆𝑃 =
𝜔
𝑐
√
𝜀𝑑𝜀𝑚
𝜀𝑑 + 𝜀𝑚
                                                                      (2.5 )                       
Where KSP is the SP wavevector, εd and εm are the relative permittivities of the dielectric 
and metal respectively, and ω and 𝑐 = 3 × 108ms−1 are the angular velocity and speed of 
light in vacuum respectively. Fig 2.3b represents the typical dispersion relation of SPPs at a 
metal-dielectric interface. It can be observed that a momentum mismatch exists between the 
photon and the SPP, which means that the incident light cannot easily excite the SPPs. In 
order to create a condition to bridge the momentum gap, specific configurations have to be 
employed. Optical excitation of SPs on metal films is first demonstrated by Andreas Otto
26
 
as well as Kretschmann and Raether
27
 in 1968. 
In the Otto configuration (Fig 2.4a), an air gap less than a few radiation wavelengths thick 
gives an evanescent tunnel barrier, across which the light couples to excite SPs in a total 
internal reflection condition. 
In the Kretschmann configuration (Fig 2.4b) the metal itself acts as the evanescent tunnel 
barrier, resulting in a set-up that is simpler, hence more widely used than the Otto 
configuration. The metal should be very thin in order to allow the radiation to penetrate to 
the other side.
27,28
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Fig 2.4: Geometries used to couple photon into a surface mode. a) Otto b) Kretschmann – Raether 
[adapted from Ref. 28]. c) Periodic grating with spacing P [Adapted from Ref. 2]. 
A third method employs periodic arrangement of the metal-dielectric configuration (i.e., 
grating) as shown in Fig 2.4c, which provides an additional momentum G = 2π/ P where P 
is the grating constant. The momentum matching condition of grating structure can be 
written as:
2
 
𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑠𝑝 + 𝐺 = 𝑘0 sin 𝜃 ±
2𝜋𝑛
𝑃
        ; 𝑛 = 1,2,3…                      (2.6) 
Where θ is the angle at which the electromagnetic radiation hits the grating and k0 is the 
free space wave vector of light. 
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2.1.2 Localized surface plasmon resonance 
Localized surface plasmon (LSP) results from interaction of light with metal particles with 
size much smaller than the incident wavelength.
2
 Figure 2.5 shows interaction of light with 
a nanoparticle leading to local plasmon oscillation around the nanoparticle. In the following 
part, influence of LSPs on the optical properties of metal particles are explained. 
 
Fig 2.5: Schematic diagram of localized surface plasmon [Adapted from Ref. 23]. 
Generally, the basic processes taking place during light-matter interaction involve 
scattering and absorption. When a metal is illuminated by an electromagnetic wave, the 
electric charges are set to an oscillatory motion and the excited electric charges then decay 
through either re-emission of photons, i.e., scattering, or via non-radiative decay processes 
which result in absorption.
27
 Hence, the plasmonic effect on the nanoparticles under the 
influence of an electromagnetic wave results in an enhancement of electric-field around it, 
called near-field enhancement and the decay results in far-field scattering and absorption.  
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The decrease in the light transmission as a result of absorption and scattering is known as 
extinction. Transmission (T), absorption (A) and reflection (R) must satisfy the 
conservation of energy, i.e., T + A + R = 1. 
We could use Mie theory to characterize excitation of resonance modes, which is an exact 
solution to the Maxwell’s equations for small spherical particle (radius << λ, λ being 
wavelength of radiation) in a non-absorbing, homogeneous medium. From Mie theory, 
extinction and scattering cross sections follows:
2
 
Cext =
2π
k2
∑(2n + 1)Re(an + bn)                        (2.7)
∞
n=1
 
    Csca =
2π
k2
∑(2n + 1)(|an|
2 + |bn|
2)                  (2.8)    
∞
n=1
 
And the absorption cross section: 
Cabs = Cext − Csca                                                        (2.9)  
Here n represents multipole expansion of the electromagnetic ﬁeld and the coefficients an 
and bn are given by: 
  an =
mψn(mx)ψn
′ (x) − ψn(x)ψn
′ (mx)
mψn(mx)ξn′ (x) − ξn(x)ψn′ (mx)
                 (2.10) 
  bn =
ψn(mx)ψn
′ (x) − mψn(x)ψn
′ (mx)
ψn(mx)ξn′ (x) − mξn(x)ψn′ (mx)
                  (2.11) 
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Where 𝜓 and 𝜉 are Ricatti-Bessel functions of order n, x = kr is the size parameter (r -being 
radius of the particle) and m is the ratio of the refractive index of the sphere to that of 
surrounding medium. i.e., m = 𝑛𝑚/𝑛𝑑 = √𝜀𝑚 𝜀𝑑⁄   
When the nanoparticle size is much smaller than the incident wavelength, it can be 
considered as a dipole with polarizability:
2
 
 α = 4πr3
εm − εd
εm + 2εd
                                                   (2.12) 
The polarizability reaches the maximum when the real part of Drude permittivity Re{εm} is 
equal to -2εd (i.e., Frohlich condition
2
). The wavelength at which the maximum occurs is 
called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelength. Therefore expressions for 
scattering and absorption cross section become:
2
 
 Csca =
8π
3
k4r6 |
εm − εd
εm + 2εd
|
2
                                      (2.13) 
                       Cabs = 4πkr
3Im {
εm − εd
εm + 2εd
}                                    (2.14)                      
And the extinction coefficient is: 
    𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎 + 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠                                                    (2.15) 
The LSPR of metal nanoparticles (MNP) depends on the parameters such as size, shape, 
material and the dielectric constant of the surrounding environment.
29–31
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Fig 2.6: a) Absorption spectra of Au, Ag and Cu nanospheres with a diameter of 50 nm.  [Ref. 32] 
b) Electric-field intensity of differently shaped Au nanocrystals (from left to right): nano-prism with 
an edge length of 87 nm and a thickness of 10 nm, nanorod with a length of 103 nm and a diameter 
of 30 nm, and nanosphere with a diameter  of 50 nm [Ref. 33]. c) Absorption spectra of 9, 22, 48, 
and 99 nm Au NPs in water [Ref. 34]. d) Ag NP resonant Rayleigh scattering spectrum in various 
solvent environments (left to right): nitrogen, methanol, 1-propanol, chloroform, and benzene [Ref. 
35]. 
 
The dielectric properties of the metal describe its interaction with electromagnetic radiation. 
Noble MNPs are of great interest thanks to their LSPR being in the visible (VIS) regime of 
electromagnetic spectrum. Figure 2.6a shows absorption spectra of Au, Ag and Cu 
nanospheres with a diameter of 50 nm exhibiting LSPR at 512 nm, 400 nm and 576 nm 
respectively.
32
 Change in the shape of MNP modifies electric-field density on its surface, 
causing a shift in the oscillation frequency of the electrons.
36–38
 This results in different 
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cross sections for absorption, scattering and extinction. Electric-field intensity in Au 
nanoparticles with different shapes is shown in Fig 2.6b.  
The optical properties of MNPs show strong dependence on the particle size.
34,37,39
 Small 
nanoparticles (≤ 10 nm) show prominent absorption with negligible scattering. Dipole 
approximation is valid in this case and their properties are due to intrinsic effects. In 
relatively large nanoparticles, the plasmon resonance depends explicitly on the particle size 
and relative contribution of absorption towards extinction decreases with increase in size. 
Figure 2.6c shows absorption spectra of 9 nm, 22 nm, 48 nm, and 99 nm Au nanoparticles 
in water. All spectra are normalized at their absorption maxima, which are 517 nm, 521 nm, 
533 nm, and 575 nm, respectively.
34
 
In addition, the plasmonic resonance depends on the surrounding environment of MNP.
40–43
 
An increment in the refractive index of the surrounding medium results in a decrease in the 
restoring force for the electron oscillation, which in turn causes a decrease in plasmon 
oscillation frequency. Single Ag nanoparticle scattering spectrum in various solvent 
environments is shown in Fig 2.6d, where LSPR exhibits a linear relationship with solvent 
refractive index.
35
   
2.2 Fractal structures 
In simple terms, a fractal geometry is built upon the rule of self-similarity, i.e., a 
characteristic pattern repeats itself on different length scales. This property, called scale 
invariance, is a fundamental concept in various aspects. A keen interest over the past 
decade in designing and realizing fractal metamaterials resulted in the development of 
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compact, multiband, and high-gain antennas intended for radio- frequency applications
44
, 
terahertz (THz) resonators
45–47
, lasers
48
, and microwave devices.
44,49
 In the infrared (IR) 
range, plasmonic fractal structures which act as frequency-selective photonic quasi-crystals 
have been reported.
50–52
 In the following sections, the concept of self-similarity will be 
introduced along with examples of representative deterministic fractal structures.   
2.2.1 Fractals and self-similarity 
It was B. Mandelbrot
53
 to coin the term “fractal”, which is related to the Latin word 
frangere (to break).  He described a fractal as “a rough or fragmented geometric shape that 
can be split into parts, each of which is (at least approximately) a reduced-size copy of the 
whole.” A self-similar object is characterized by a particular symmetry, the symmetry of 
scale. As a consequence, a fractal can be magnified and yet remain equal to the original 
object. In contrast to the Euclidean geometry, fractal objects are characterized by a non-
integer dimensionality, which derives from their distinctive self-similarity, meaning that the 
spatial structures observed on one length scale appears identical when observed at 
successively smaller scales.
51,54
 More precisely, deterministic fractals
53
 can be defined as 
self-similar objects generated by geometrical rules, having a Hausdorff-Besicovitch 
dimension
55
 or fractal dimension (dH) exceeding their topological dimension. For a fractal, 
the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension can be calculated as  𝑑𝐻 = log𝒩 /𝑙𝑜𝑔(ℒ
−1) where 
𝒩 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℒ are the number of elements forming the fractal and their size respectively.56 The 
concept of fractal dimension will be described with examples in following section. 
Figure 2.7a shows the Koch curve, one of the earliest fractal curves, described by Swedish 
mathematician Helge von Koch.
57
 Generation of Koch curve starts with an equilateral 
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triangle, removing one third of each side, constructing another equilateral triangle at the 
location where the side is removed, and then repeating the process iteratively. In other 
words, in a Koch curve, each side is divided into 𝒩 = 4 parts, each of which is a rescaled 
version of the original side, scaled by a factor 1/3. The fractal dimension is given by 
3𝑑𝐻 = 4, with dH = log 4/log 3 ≈ 1.26.  
 
Fig 2.7: Examples of fractal structures: a) Four stages in the construction of Koch snowflake 
[Adapted from Ref. 58] and b) Vicsek fractal structure [Adapted from Ref. 59]. 
Figure 2.7b shows another example of a fractal, proposed by Tamás Vicsek.
60
 In a Vicsek 
fractal, a basic square is decomposed into 9 smaller squares in a 3-by-3 grid. Then the four 
squares at the corners and at the middle are left, while other squares being removed. The 
process is recursively repeated for each of the five remaining sub-squares. Here the fractal 
dimension is dH = log 5/log 3 ≈ 1.46.  
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2.2.2 Sierpinski carpet  
The Sierpinski carpet (SC) is one of the most studied fractal structures, described by 
Waclaw Sierpinski.
61
 Construction of a SC begins with a square, which is cut into 9 
identical subsquares in a 3 x 3 array, and the central subsquare is removed. The same 
procedure is then recursively applied to the remaining 8 subsquares. Therefore the fractal 
dimension of a Sierpinski carpet is dH = log 8/log 3 ≈ 1.89. 
 
Fig 2.8:  Stages in constructing SC fractals [Adapted from Ref. 62]. 
In general, Sierpinski carpets can be generated by a recursive geometrical algorithm 
employing a Lindenmayer system (L-system) implementation.
63
 L-system is a deterministic 
approach to iteratively generate complex fractal objects starting from a finite alphabet of 
symbols and a collection of production rules. These rules are simple prescriptions, such as 
inflations, that expand each symbol into larger strings of symbols starting from an initial 
axiom that is considered the seed of the recursive construction. L-systems provide a 
computationally efficient and general method to produce many fractal shapes. In Fig 2.8, L-
system implementation for the generation of first five orders of SC is depicted.  
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The initial axiom is F, while the rules to iterate are 𝐹 → 𝐹 + 𝐹 − 𝐹 − 𝐹 − 𝑈𝐺𝐷 + 𝐹 + 𝐹 +
𝐹 − 𝐹), (𝐺 → 𝐺𝐺𝐺). Both the variables F and G means “draw forward", while +/- stands 
respectively for “turn right/left by 900", and U/D are respectively “pen up/down". 
2.2.3 Plasmonics in fractals 
A variety of fractal geometries has been investigated for antenna design, offering real life 
applications such as multiband mobile telecommunication devices.
44
 Recent advancements 
in high resolution nanofabrication techniques allowed realization of precisely engineered 
nanoscale structures, paving the way to fractal plasmonics. Fractals have been 
demonstrated to exhibit outstanding properties relying on the peculiar scale invariance. A 
particularly intriguing property attained in engineered fractal geometries is the possibility to 
support multiple resonances in a wide frequency range. This lead to new  prospects for 
broadband plasmonic optical manipulation
64–66
, including realization of multiband 
antennas
67
, bio/chemical sensors
68
, solar cells
64
, and photodetectors.
69
 Further, plasmonic 
fractals can  be used to observe SERS
16,70,71
 by exploiting its strong near-field 
enhancement. Different self-similar geometries, including Vicsek fractal
72
, fractal-like 
films and clusters
73–76
, and Cayley tree
77
 have been previously studied.  
In SC fractals, a tunable broadband spectral response by controlling the degree of fractal 
complexity has been theoretically investigated by Giorgio Volpe et al.
65
 Subdiffraction 
limited focusing in such structures and its potential use for optical trapping of nano objects 
has also been studied.  
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Fig 2.9: a) SEM micrograph of an Al thin film perforated with SC with four iterative generations on 
Si wafer.  Scale bar = 100 µm. b) SEM micrograph of the marked region in (a). Scale bar = 10 µm. 
c) One iteration SC pattern made of square apertures of 2 µm and 6 µm in size. d) 6 µm square 
aperture. e) Array of 2 µm  square apertures. The transmission spectra of structures c, d, and e are 
shown by curves C, D and E in Fig (f). f) Transmission spectra of SC structures. Curves A and B 
are experimental spectra obtained from FTIR covering different wavelength ranges. C, D, E are 
spectra obtained from FDTD simulations [Adapted from Ref. 78]. 
Bao et al. investigated Al Sierpinski carpet fractal structure fabricated using electron beam 
lithography (EBL) on Si wafer. The SC fractal viewed by field emission scanning electron 
microscopy is shown in Fig 2.9a, whereas the geometry used for the simulations is 
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represented in Fig 2.9c-e. The transmission spectra measured by FTIR spectrometer with 
normal incidence and as obtained from finite difference-time-domain simulations are 
shown in Fig 2.9f. Plots A and B are the transmission spectra of the four iterative 
generations of the SC measured by two spectrometers at different wave bands. The peaks at 
161.99 cm
−1
, 225.63 cm
−1
, 487.90 cm
−1
, and 682.68 cm
−1
 can be identified. Plot C 
corresponds to the resonance of one iteration SC aperture array, plot D corresponds to the 
resonance of 6 µm square aperture array, and plot E corresponds to the resonance of 2 µm 
square aperture array. The resonance modes are indexed as (i, j) where i and j are integers 
and the wave number of SPP-mediated resonances are approximately expressed as
79
  
𝜈𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑖, 𝑗) =
√𝑖2+𝑗2
𝑎0𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
 ; where a0 is the lattice parameter, and neff is the real part of the 
effective refractive index of the perforated film. 
It is worth noting that up to date, SC fractals have been experimentally studied mainly in 
the far-IR range
78,80
 while at optical frequencies they have been scarcely investigated 
computationally
64,65
, and experimentally
67
 up to only the third order of complexity.  
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2.3 Fundamentals of graphene 
Graphene is a single two-dimensional (2D) layer of carbon atoms bound in a hexagonal 
lattice structure. Theoretical study of graphene dates back to 1947, when Wallace
81
 first 
calculated the electronic band structure of graphene and highlighted its linear dispersion 
near the K-point of the Brillouin zone. Isolation of such a 2D crystal was considered to be 
impossible being thermodynamically unstable.
82,83
 Breakthrough was made in 2004, when 
researchers at University of Manchester unambiguously demonstrated isolation of single-
layer graphene from bulk graphite using a simple scotch tape method.
3
 This has sparked 
rapid researches in graphene, leading to discovery of novel characteristics of the material, 
including its excellent electrical, mechanical, thermal and optical properties. As mentioned, 
the quasiparticles in graphene are massless Dirac fermions with linear energy 
dispersion.
84,85
 This remarkable property leads to observation of certain relativistic effects 
in graphene, such as anomalous quantum Hall effect
86,87
 which shows conductivity plateaus 
at half-integer positions, and Klein tunneling
88,89
 where complete transmission can be 
realized over high and wide potential barriers. Despite of its one-atom thickness, graphene 
shows outstanding mechanical properties with a breaking strength ~ 42 N/m, which is ~ 
100 times larger than that of a hypothetical steel film of the same thickness.
90
 In the 
following sections, fundamentals of graphene are explained, followed by graphene 
plasmonics. Finally, major techniques employed for graphene production are also outlined.  
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2.3.1 Structural properties  
Graphene is a two-dimensional allotrope of carbon, which is formed of sp
2
-bonded carbon 
atoms packed in a hexagonal lattice.
91
 The carbon atom, with an electronic configuration 
1s
2 
2s
2 
2p
2
, has four valence electrons determining the solid-state properties of carbon 
structures. The unit cell of the graphene lattice hosts six carbon atoms, each of them 
forming three bonds with each of its nearest neighbors. 
 
Fig 2.10: Graphene (a) is the 2D building material for carbon materials of all other 
dimensionalities: It can be wrapped up into 0 D buckyballs (b) rolled into 1D nanotubes (c) or 
stacked into 3D graphite (d) [Adapted from Ref. 4]. 
These are known as σ bonds and are formed when one 2s orbital is mixed with two of the 
2p orbitals. This process is called sp
2
 hybridization which gives graphene its mechanical 
strength.
90
 The bond angle between the C–C bonds is 1200 and the bond length is 0.142 nm. 
The 4
th
 valence electron in the dangling 2pz orbital does not contribute to covalent bond 
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formation and forms a molecular orbital, which is responsible for the remarkable electronic 
and thermal conductivity of graphene.
92
  
Electronic properties and the band structure of graphene was first theoretically studied by 
Wallace
81
, who investigated its behavior as a semimetal using tight-binding approximation. 
In order to explain the electronic properties of graphene, it is necessary to provide a brief 
description about the band structure and the energy spectrum. Figure 2.11 shows the crystal 
structure of graphene containing two stacked carbon atoms A and B separated by a distance 
a ~ 1.42 Å [Ref. 85]. The primitive transitional vectors of the graphene hexagonal lattice 
are given by
85
: 
?⃗?1 =
𝑎
2
(3, √3)        and        ?⃗?2 =
𝑎
2
(3,−√3)                                                     (2.16) 
 
Fig 2.11: Graphene crystalline lattice and its Brillouin zone. a) Lattice structure of graphene, made 
out of two stacked hexagonal lattices (a1 and a2 are the lattice unit vectors, and 𝛿i are the nearest-
neighbor vectors; i = 1, 2, 3). b) Corresponding Brillouin zone [Adapted from Ref. 85]. 
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The vectors a1 and a2 are the basis of the lattice vector with modulus √3𝑎~2.46Å. The 
reciprocal-lattice vectors are
85
: 
?⃗?1 =
2𝜋
3𝑎
(1, √3)       and        ?⃗?2 =
2𝜋
3𝑎
(1, −√3)                                                       (2.17)              
 
Two points at the corners of graphene Brillouin zone, K and K’, named Dirac points are 
characterized by positions in momentum space
85
: 
𝑲 = (
2𝜋
3𝑎
,
2𝜋
3√3𝑎
)       and        𝑲′ = (
2𝜋
3𝑎
,
−2𝜋
3√3𝑎
)                                         (2.18) 
The two-dimensional energy dispersion relations can be calculated by solving the 
eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian associated with two stacked carbon atoms in the 
graphene unit cell. The solution obtained from the tight-binding approximation
22
 including 
only the first-nearest-neighbor carbon-carbon interactions of π-orbitals of a single graphene 
sheet is
85
: 
𝐸𝑔
±(𝑘) = ±𝑡√1 + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
√3𝑘𝑥𝑎
2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝑘𝑦𝑎
2
) + 4𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (
√3𝑘𝑦𝑎
2
)             (2.19) 
where 𝐸𝑔
+(𝑘) and 𝐸𝑔
−(𝑘) correspond to the π∗ and π energy bands respectively. t is tight-
binding hopping parameter (t ~ 2.8 eV)
85
, and ?⃗? = (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦) denotes the 2D wavevector 
components along x and y directions. Figure 2.12 shows the energy spectrum of graphene 
as a function of k in the hexagonal Brillouin zone, where band crossing occurs at the K and 
K′ points. This clearly demonstrates the important feature of graphene dispersion relation: 
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the existence of a linear electronic spectrum around the Fermi energy at the K point. This 
means the electrons in graphene behave as massless particles like photons or neutrinos.
84,85
 
 
Fig 2.12: Electronic dispersion in the honeycomb lattice and detail of the linearly dispersing energy 
bands at one of the Dirac points [Adapted from Ref. 85]. 
The electronic dispersion of graphene near the vertices of the hexagonal Brillouin zone can 
be approximated as: 𝐸𝑔
±(𝑘) = ±ħ𝑣𝑓|?⃗⃗?|  where ħ is the Planck’s constant (h) divided by 2π, 
vf is the Fermi velocity given by 𝑣𝑓 ≈ 𝑐 300⁄ ≈ 10
6𝑚𝑠−1 (c is the velocity of light in 
vacuum) and 𝑘 ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ is the wavevector.  
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2.3.2 Electrical properties  
Extremely high room-temperature mobility of charge carriers observed in graphene makes 
it a highly desirable material for electronic applications.
93,94
 Graphene sandwiched between 
hexagonal boron-nitride (hBN) flakes shows mobility values as high as μ ~ 105 cm2/ Vs at 
room temperature and at a carrier density n ~ 10
11
 cm
-2 
[Ref. 95]. Electrons in such system 
are free to move with low interaction with the lattice.
94
 Note that conventional 
semiconductors such as Si, exhibit a room-temperature charge carrier mobility for 
electrons
96
 of around μ ~ 1400 cm2/ Vs at the intrinsic charge carrier density n ~ 1010 cm-2.  
Graphene is a zero bandgap semiconductor, as the conduction and valence bands touch at 
the Dirac points.
97
 A graphene field-effect transistor (FET) shows ambipolar characteristics 
and a low ON/OFF ratio.
97
 Figure 2.13a displays schematic of a graphene FET with SiO2 
dielectric and a p-doped Si backgate. A typical transfer characteristic of the device is 
represented in Fig 2.13b and schematic of the band energy diagram showing the Fermi 
level for electron, hole, and minimum conductivity zones is shown in Fig 2.13c. Due to 
non-uniformities and impurities in graphene, presence of electrical charges, thermal 
fluctuations etc., there is always a minimum residual charge carrier concentration in any 
graphene device despite tuning by gate.
3,97
 As shown in Fig 2.13c, gate voltage at minimum 
conductivity is referred to as charge neutrality point voltage (VCNP), which corresponds to 
having the Fermi level at the Dirac point. 
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Fig 2.13: a) Schematic of a graphene FET. b) Typical transfer characteristics. c) Band energy 
diagram [Adapted from Ref. 97]. 
For VG > VCNP, the Fermi level is in the conduction band and the right side of I–V in Fig 
2.13b is due to conduction of electrons, while for VG < VCNP, the Fermi level is in the 
valence band and left side of I–V in Fig 2.13b is due to conduction of holes. Despite of its 
high carrier mobility and tunability, the lack of a bandgap in graphene restricts its 
application in digital electronics. One technique to introduce a bandgap in graphene is by 
quantum confinement, such as those obtained in graphene nanoribbons
98
, which will be 
explained in the following sections.  
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2.3.3 Optical properties 
Since its discovery, one of the most interesting properties of graphene that has attracted 
researchers is its visibility with naked eye when it is deposited on a Si/SiO2 substrate, 
despite of being a single atom-thick layer.
89
 Graphene exhibits uniform optical absorption 
spectrum in the visible frequencies given by πα ~ 2.3% [Refs. 89,99], where α =
𝑒2
ħ𝑐
=
1
137
 is the fine structure constant (See Fig 2.14). This shows that the absorbance of 
graphene depends only on the fine structure constant and it is independent on the details of 
the band structure as well as the photon energy of the incoming light.  
 
Fig 2.14: Absorption spectra for 3 different graphene samples over the range of photon energies 
between 0.5 eV and 1.2 eV. Left scale shows absorbance in units of πα, while the right scale gives 
corresponding optical sheet conductivity in units of πG0/4 = 6.08×10
-5
S. The black horizontal line 
corresponds to the universal result of an absorbance of πα = 2.293% with a range indicated of 
approximately ± 0.2% [Adapted from Ref. 100]. 
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The excellent transmission given by T ≈ 1- 𝜋𝛼 has drawn considerable attention towards 
the development of transparent electrodes using graphene.
101
 The experimentally reported 
absorption spectra for three different graphene samples over the spectral range of 0.5 - 1.2 
eV is shown in Fig 2.14. The absorption follows the predicted uniform absorption for 
graphene with small deviations.  The above simple approximation is expected for undoped 
samples at zero temperatures. Doping causes strong deviations in the optical properties. 
The optical properties of graphene can be analytically expressed in terms of optical 
conductivity derived under the Random Phase Approximation (RPA):
6
  
            𝜎(𝜔) =
2𝑖𝑒2𝑇
𝜋ħ(𝜔 + 𝑖𝜏−1)
log [2 cosh (
𝐸𝐹
2𝑘𝐵𝑇
)]  
                                            +
𝑒2
4ħ
[𝐻(𝜔/2) +
4𝑖𝜔
𝜋
∫ 𝑑𝜀
∞
0
𝐻(𝜀)−𝐻(𝜔/2)
𝜔2−4𝜀2
]                           (2.20)    
        Where   𝐻(𝜀) =
sinh(ħ𝜀/𝑘𝐵𝑇)
cosh(𝐸𝐹/𝑘𝐵𝑇) + cosh(ħ𝜀/𝑘𝐵𝑇)
              
Here ω is the radian frequency and τ is the relaxation time τ = 𝜇𝐸𝐹/𝑒ν𝐹2  where vf is the 
Fermi velocity and µ is the carrier mobility of graphene. The Fermi level is linked to the 
carrier concentration by  𝐸𝐹 = ħ𝜈𝐹√𝜋𝑛. The first term of equation 2.20 is attributed to the 
intraband transitions, which represents the free carrier response of graphene, and the second 
term to the interband transitions. In the THz and mid-infrared (MIR) frequencies where the 
photon energy is below the double Fermi level (ħω ≪ 2|EF|), graphene optical 
conductivity is dominated by intraband transitions while the interband transitions are 
forbidden due to Pauli blocking.
6,102,103
 On contrary, when ħω > 2|EF|, interband 
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transitions are allowed and photons are absorbed by the promotion of an electron from 
valence to conduction band, which is responsible for the aforementioned universal 
absorption in graphene.
89,99
 Figure 2.15 shows relative contributions of interband and 
intraband transitions to optical response of graphene as obtained from RPA calculations.
103
 
 
Fig 2.15: a) Real parts of intraband (solid) and interband (dash) surface conductivities of graphene 
with EF = 0.2 eV (black) and EF = 0.4 eV (red). The carrier mobility is assumed to be µ = 1000 
cm
2
/Vs. Inset shows the band structure of graphene. b) The optical response of moderately doped 
graphene. In the THz, Near-IR or MIR frequencies, graphene exhibits a lossy (|Im(σs)/Re(σs) < 1|) 
or plasmonic behavior (Im(σs)/Re(σs) > 1), respectively [Ref. 103]. 
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2.3.4 Graphene plasmonics 
Noble metals are considered to be attractive candidates for plasmonic applications owing to 
relative ease of synthesis, fine control over size, shape and surface properties, and their 
plasmon resonance peak typically in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
2,104
 
However, the large energy losses and poor tunability set a major drawback for plasmonics 
with noble metals. In contrast, plasmons in graphene has attracted growing attention due to 
low losses, high confinement, long life time and great tunability by gating or doping.
8,105–108
 
This part elaborates the fundamental theory of graphene plasmonics. 
Pioneering theoretical investigations in graphene showed a √q dependency of the plasmon 
frequency (q is the wavevector) resembling normal 2-dimensional electron gas system 
(2DEG) plasmons, but exhibiting a scaling density 𝜔𝑝𝑙 ∝ 𝑛
1
4⁄  instead of  𝜔𝑝𝑙 ∝ 𝑛
1
2⁄  in 
conventional 2DEG
90,109
; where n is the carrier density. Plasmon dispersion in a 2DEG can 
be explained in the long wavelength limit (𝑞 ≪ 𝑘𝐹;  𝑘𝐹 = √𝑛𝜋 being Fermi wave vector) 
by the linearized Euler equation of motion:
7
 
𝜕𝐣(𝐫, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
= −
𝐷
𝜋𝑒2
∇𝑟 ∫𝑑
2𝐫′
𝑒2
𝜀|𝐫 − 𝐫′|
𝛿𝑛(𝐫′, 𝑡)                       (2.21) 
Where 𝛿𝑛(𝐫, 𝑡) is the deviation of electron density from its average value, 𝜕𝐣(𝐫, 𝑡) is the 
associated current density, and 𝜀 is the dielectric constant of the medium. The continuum-
model Hamiltonian describing the electron gas at low energies is given by:
7
 
?̂? = 𝑣𝑓 ∑σ.pi
𝑖
+
1
2
∑
𝑒2
𝜀|𝐫𝐢 − 𝐫𝐣|′
                                            (2.22)
𝑖≠𝑗
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Combining equations 2.21 and 2.22 yields the following expression for the Fourier 
component of 𝛿𝑛(𝐫, 𝑡): 
𝛿𝑛(𝐪,ω) [𝜔2 −
𝐷
𝜋𝑒2
𝑞2𝑢𝑞] = 0                                                  (2.23)  
Where D is the Drude weight, 𝑢(𝑟𝑖𝑗) = 𝑢(|𝐫𝐢 − 𝐫𝐣|) is the potential due to the pairwise 
interactions of electrons, which depends on absolute value of the relative distance 𝐫𝑖𝑗 =
𝐫𝐢 − 𝐫𝐣 between them. 𝐩𝑖 and 𝜎 are the canonical momentum of the i
th
 electron and 2D 
vector of the Pauli matrices respectively. 
𝑝𝑖 = −𝑖ħ∇𝐫𝑖   and  𝜎 = (𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑦)                                                   (2.24) 
Plasmon frequency as deduced from the above equations in terms of Drude weight is given 
by: 
𝜔𝑝𝑙(𝑞) = √
2𝐷𝑞
𝜀
⇒ 𝜔𝑝𝑙(𝑞) ∝ √𝑞                                              (2.25) 
For ordinary Schrödinger fermions with mass m
*
, 𝐷 = 𝜋𝑒2𝑛 𝑚∗⁄ . Hence equation 2.25 
becomes: 
𝜔𝑝𝑙(𝑞) = √
2𝜋𝑒2𝑛𝑞
𝜀𝑚∗
                                                                       (2.26) 
Above equations are formulated in the framework of Galilean-invariant interacting electron 
model which is valid for many semiconductors and semiconductor hetero-junction systems 
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and is obtained by replacing m
*
 by effective band mass mb and e
2
 by e
2
/ 𝜀 in the classical 
formula, in the long wavelength limit.  
The situation is quite different in graphene, as the broken Galilean invariance results in 
large many-body effects on the plasmon dispersion and the Massless Dirac-Fermions have 
a Drude weight given by
110
  𝐷𝑀𝐷𝐹 = 4𝐸F𝜎𝑢𝑛𝑖 ħ⁄ , where 𝜎𝑢𝑛𝑖 = 𝜋𝑒
2/2ℎ is the universal 
optical conductivity of graphene. Thus, the equation for plasmon frequency in doped 
graphene in long wavelength limit is: 
𝜔𝑝𝑙(𝑞) = √
8𝐸𝐹𝜎𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞
𝜀ħ
                                                   (2.27) 
Which results in the scaling, √𝐸F ∝ 𝑛
1
4⁄ . A remarkable conclusion from equation 2.27 is 
the compression of surface plasmon wavelength (λpl) relative to the excitation wavelength 
(λ0), which is governed by the fine-structure constant as: 
λ𝑝𝑙
λ0
≈
2𝛼𝐸𝐹
𝜀ħ𝜔
~𝛼                                                              (2.28) 
This property of strong confinement of graphene plasmons can be used to tailor extremely 
strong light-matter interactions at a quantum level.
6
 Typical plasmon frequencies in 
graphene reside in the MIR regime of the electromagnetic spectrum, assuming an electron 
concentration of 1 × 10
13
 cm
−2
.   
The semi-classical approach described above is valid when the system is sufficiently below 
the interband threshold. When q ≈ kF, a fully quantum mechanical model is 
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necessary
109,111,112
, in which the relaxation time τ is introduced to take into account the 
losses due to electron-impurity, electron-defect, and electron-phonon scattering. The 
collision-less RPA describes the case when
109
 τ→∞ while the RPA-RT (relaxation time) 
approximation can be applied for finite
113
 τ. 
 
Figure 2.16: Electrostatic doping and plasmon dispersion relation in graphene. a) An applied DC 
electric-field induces doping charges on the graphene. b) A doping charge density n raises the 
Fermi level to E𝐹 =  ℏν𝐹k𝐹. Consequently, a gap is opened of size 2EF for vertical transitions. c−e) 
this optical gap closes down for parallel wave vector transfers k∥ ≥ kF and a plasmon mode is 
allowed to exist free from Landau damping in the remaining k∥ < kF region. Here the gap and the 
plasmon are visualized by representing the k∥ − ω dependence of the loss function Im{rp} for 3 
different levels of doping in free-standing graphene. Two specific intraband (1) and interband (2) 
transitions are shown in (d), corresponding to the dashed arrows in (b). f) Same as (e), but 
represented as a function of in-plane wavelength 2π/k∥ instead of parallel wave vector k∥. The light 
line (dotted curve) and the plasmon dispersion relations in the Drude (dashed curve) and local-RPA 
(solid curve) models are also shown [Adapted from Ref. 105]. 
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Injection of charge carriers in graphene results in the shift of Fermi energy to E𝐹 =
 ℏν𝐹√nπ. Typically, electrical gating can produce EF ∼ 1 eV, which corresponds to n ∼ 7 × 
10
13
 cm
−2 
[Ref. 114]. An immediate consequence of doping is the opening of an optical gap 
of size 2EF for vertical transitions as shown in Fig 2.16b. The density plots of Fig 2.16 are 
calculated using full RPA conductivity for graphene with mobility µ = 2000 cm
2
/Vs. The 
function Im {rp} whose variation with EF is shown in Fig 2.16c-f accounts for the energy-
loss probability when the graphene is excited by a fast electron.
115
 The difficulty in 
coupling graphene plasmons to propagating light requires to employ complex near-field 
techniques or patterning graphene into micro/nanoscale arrays for far-field coupling which 
will be described in detail in the following section.  
2.3.5 Graphene micro/nanostructures 
Graphene supports plasmons in a broad frequency range from MIR to the THz regime and 
they can be tuned in situ through the modulation of the carrier density by electrostatic 
gating which is a significant advantage compared to plasmons in noble metals.
6
 The surface 
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can be excited in graphene by patterning it into different 
geometries such as graphene nano/ micro ribbons (GNR/GMR)
116–118
 and disks
119,120
, or 
using the apex of an illuminated nanoscale tip.
121,122
 Chen et al.
121
 has launched and 
detected propagating optical plasmons in tapered graphene nanostructures (Fig 2.17) using 
scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). The extracted plasmon 
wavelength was more than 40 times smaller than the wavelength of illumination, 
demonstrating an extraordinary confinement of graphene plasmons.  
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Fig 2.17: Optical imaging of graphene plasmons. a) Experimental configuration used to launch and 
detect propagating surface waves. The metallized AFM tip (yellow) is illuminated by an IR laser 
beam. b) Near-field optical images with wavelengths 9.2 µm, 9.681 µm and 10.15 µm. 
Corresponding dielectric constants of SiC are also shown. c) Images of a tapered graphene ribbon; 
both ribbons are on the same 6H-SiC substrate. The AFM obtained topography is shown in leftmost 
and rightmost panels, and outlined by dashed lines in the central colored panels. The line traces in 
the leftmost and rightmost panels are extracted from the near-field images for λ0 = 9200nm and λ0 = 
10152nm. Red and white arrows indicate resonant localized modes [Adapted from Ref. 121]. 
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Another pioneering study of plasmon excitations and light–plasmon coupling in graphene 
micro-ribbon arrays was reported by Ju et.al.
116
 It was shown that plasmon excitations can 
be controlled by changing the width of the ribbons. The plasmon frequency scales as 
𝑊−1 2⁄  where W is the micro-ribbon width.116 Assuming the GMR/GNR as a stripe of a 
finite width W, the lowest quasistatic eigen-mode frequency is expected at 𝑞 ≈ 𝜋 𝑊⁄ .123 
Authors tuned the plasmon resonance through electrical gating and by varying the ribbon 
width in GMRs fabricated using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), EBL and oxygen 
plasma etching. Figure 2.18 shows the tuning of graphene plasmon resonance characterized 
by FTIR over a wide THz range.  
Hugen Yan et al.
118
 demonstrated graphene plasmon resonances in the MIR regime by 
patterning graphene into nanostructures with dimensions as small as 50 nm. In contrast to 
their microstructure counterparts in which plasmon resonances lie in THz frequency range, 
the MIR plasmonic response has been found to be affected strongly by interactions with 
substrate phonons and intrinsic graphene optical phonons.
118
 It was experimentally shown 
that the resonance peaks blue shift with decrease in GNR width. The electromagnetic 
responses are demonstrated through extinction spectra using a Fourier-transform IR 
spectrometer. Figure 2.19 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment, the SEM image, 
and the extinction spectra on silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrate. Tper and Tpar denote the 
transmission of the light through GNR array with the electric-field perpendicular and 
parallel to the ribbon respectively, and T0 is the transmission through the substrate without 
graphene. 
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Fig 2.18: Control of plasmon resonance through electrical gating and micro-ribbon width. a) 
Transmission spectra of the graphene ribbon array (T/TCNP) with varying gate voltage. The voltages 
corresponding to the unlabeled lines, starting with the red line and alternating downwards, are: -2.0 
V, -1.6 V, -1.2 V, -0.7 V and -0.3 V. On electrical gating, optical transmission is increased up to a 
threshold energy of 2|EF | due to blocked interband optical transitions. This provides direct 
determination of EF and carrier concentration in gated graphene, n = (|EF|/ ħνF)
2/π. b) Control of 
THz resonance of plasmon excitations through electrical gating. Radiation is polarized 
perpendicular to the graphene ribbons. The plasmon resonance shifts to higher energy and gains 
oscillator strength with increased carrier concentration. Inset shows corresponding spectra due to 
free carrier absorption for radiation polarized parallel to the ribbons. c) AFM images of samples 
with micro-ribbon widths 1, 2 and 4 µm. d) Transmission spectra corresponding to different ribbon 
widths with same doping concentration of 1.5× 10
13
 cm
-2
. Plasmon resonance frequency shifts from 
3 to 6 THz when micro-ribbon width decreases from 4 to 1 µm [Ref. 116]. 
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As a result of plasmon excitation, the extinction spectrum with perpendicular polarization 
shows prominent resonance peaks.
116,118,119
 The existence of multiple resonances in Fig 
2.19 is due to interactions of graphene plasmons with substrate phonons. These are Fuchs–
Kliewer surface optical (SO) phonons and are well known in polar semiconductor 
surfaces.
124
 SiO2 being a polar substrate accommodates SO phonons and the long-range 
Frohlich coupling can mediate interactions with the electronic degrees of freedom in 
graphene including the collective plasmon modes.
125,126
 
 
Fig 2.19: MIR transmission measurement scheme for graphene nanoribbons. a) Schematics of the 
experiment. b) SEM image of a typical array of graphene nanoribbons with ribbon width ~ 100 nm. 
c) Extinction spectra of a ribbon array on SiO2 with the incident light polarization perpendicular 
(red) and parallel (grey) to the ribbons. Here the ribbon width is 240 nm. A weak second-order 
mode is indicated. Inset shows dipole oscillation in a graphene ribbon [Adapted from Ref. 118]. 
A simpler system with a nonpolar substrate such as diamond-like-carbon (DLC) allows one 
to observe only one prominent plasmon resonance peak in the extinction spectra as shown 
in Fig 2.20a. The inset to Fig 2.20a shows the extracted plasmon frequencies as a function 
of π/W, which does not match well with the simple scaling W−1 2⁄ . 
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Fig 2.20: Plasmons in graphene nanoribbons on DLC. a) Extinction spectra (1 - Tper /Tpar) of 
graphene ribbons on DLC substrate with different ribbon widths. The spectra were referenced using 
transmission of light with parallel polarization (Tpar). Inset shows plasmon resonance frequency as a 
function of wave vector q = π/W, where W is the width of the nanoribbon. The grey curve is a fit 
according to νpl ≈ √q . b) The same plasmon resonance data (red dots) as in (a), plotted as a function 
of wave vector q = π/We, where We = W-W0 is the effective ribbon width and W0 is 28 nm. Plasmon 
resonance data for a lower Fermi level are also plotted (grey dots). Dashed curves are fits based on 
√q scaling. The shaded area is the intraband Landau damping region [Adapted from Ref. 118]. 
 
This disagreement is due to a discrepancy between electrical width and the physical width 
of the GNR as a result of rigorous fabrication method using EBL and oxygen plasma 
etching which induce atomic-scale defects and complicated edge chemistry.
127–129
 An 
effective ribbon width We = W-W0 is introduced to take into account the above effect. Fig 
2.20b shows plasmon frequency as a function of   q = π / We which is in good agreement 
with the fit based on √q scaling.  
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2.3.6 Production techniques 
Since graphene was first isolated
3
 in 2004 by Geim and Novoselov using Scotch tape 
method, many processes have been developed to produce graphene of various dimensions, 
shapes and quality.
130
 The research, development and market of graphene correlate with the 
advancement of appropriate production techniques for specific applications. Figure 2.21 
summarizes some of the most common methods of graphene production in terms of quality, 
cost, scalability, purity, and yield. 
 
Fig 2.21: Most common graphene production methods. Each method has been evaluated in terms of 
graphene quality (G), cost aspect (C; a low value corresponds to high cost of production), 
scalability (S), purity (P) and yield (Y) of the overall production process [Adapted from Ref. 131]. 
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The various production techniques can broadly be classified into top-down and bottom-up 
approaches. The former involves production of graphene by exfoliation from bulk graphite. 
Examples are micro-mechanical exfoliation (scotch tape method) and liquid phase 
exfoliation.
132
 In the bottom up approach, synthesis and growth of graphene occurs atom by 
atom: CVD and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) are major examples. In this thesis work, 
CVD grown graphene is used. For this reason, this technique will be described in detail 
while other techniques will be briefly reviewed in following sections.  
2.3.6.1 Mechanical exfoliation 
Developed by Geim and Novoselov
3,133
 in 2004, the mechanical exfoliation yields 
monolayer and few-layers graphene with excellent quality that are well suited for 
fundamental research. The procedure is rather simple: an adhesive tape is used to peel off 
layers from the surface of graphite and repeated peeling eventually leads to single or few 
layers of graphite, which are then transferred onto a substrate, such as Si/SiO2. Single layer 
graphene (SLG) of sizes up to 10 μm and few layer graphene (FLG) around 100μm are 
reported in the initial studies.
3
 Even monolayers of graphene are visible under optical 
microscope due to its considerable absorption and optical interference contrast.
134
 
Mechanically exfoliated graphene samples are superior in terms of purity, defects and 
optoelectronic properties, and have mobilities up to 2 x 10
5
 cm
2
/Vs when
 
sandwiched 
between hBN crystals on a Si/ SiO2 substrate.
95
 The limited size and yield of SLG sets a 
major drawback for mechanical exfoliation, hence development of new strategies for 
scalable and industrial production of graphene became a necessity. Figure 2.22 shows a 
mechanically exfoliated graphene sample.  
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Fig 2.22: Optical image of mechanically exfoliated graphite in our lab, showing SLG and FLG on a 
Si/SiO2 substrate. 
 
2.3.6.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition  
In the CVD method, carbon is supplied in gaseous form and a metal acts as both catalyst 
and substrate to grow the graphene layer. This allows growth of large-area uniform 
polycrystalline graphene films on transition metal films such as nickel and copper.
135
  
The starting materials for CVD growth are an atomically flat surface of a transition metal 
substrate
136–141
 which acts as a catalyst, and an appropriate carbon precursor. The substrate 
is placed in a furnace which is attached to a gas delivery system through which reactive gas 
enters the system. The gas flow rates are controlled with valves called mass flow 
controllers (MFCs). The precursor molecules (methane or ethylene) are brought into 
contact with the substrate at high temperature, typically up to ~ 1000 
0
C [Ref. 136]. Upon 
contact with the substrate, the molecules are broken to form carbon atoms which get 
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attached to the substrate. Graphene is formed when carbon atoms start forming bonds with 
each other. To complete the process, transfer of graphene from the copper substrate to 
desired substrate is required.
136,137
 Main components of a typical CVD furnace are shown in 
Fig 2.23. 
 
Fig 2.23: The schematic diagram of a typical tube-furnace CVD system [Adapted from Ref. 138]. 
Over the years, considerable research to optimize the process has been carried out, which 
triggered an interest in growth of graphene on Nickel
137,139,140
 and Copper
136,141
 substrates 
which are relatively inexpensive. Although graphene deposited on polycrystalline Nickel 
have been successfully transferred onto desired substrates using a PDMS stamp, they 
suffered from inhomogeneity over the entire substrate due to poor control over the number 
of layers.
137,140
 CVD growth of graphene on Cu has shown to yield promising results thus 
allowing access to high-quality uniform SLG over large areas.
136
 This is because the 
thickness of graphene layer is dominantly controlled by the solubility of carbon in the 
substrate and copper has lowest solubility compared to all other metals.
142
 Graphene films 
with dimension as large as  ~ 400 cm
2
 was reported recently
143
 on ultra-thin copper foils. 
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To summarize, CVD enables production of high quality, large-scale graphene and the major 
drawbacks are higher expenses compared to mechanical exfoliation and difficulties in 
simultaneous control of the domain (grain) size, ripples, doping level and the number of 
layers.
144
  
2.3.6.3 Other methods 
It has been shown that graphitic layers can be grown either on the 0001 (silicon-terminated) 
or 0001̅ (carbon terminated) faces of 4H- and 6H-Silicon Carbide (SiC) crystals by 
sublimating Si atoms, which leaves a graphitized surface.
145
 The obtained graphene shows 
electrical properties comparable to that of mechanically-exfoliated graphene in terms of 
carrier mobilities and their Dirac nature.
146
 Major drawbacks of epitaxial graphene from 
SiC include high cost of the SiC wafers, controlling the number of layers, repeatability of 
large area growths, interface effects with the SiC substrate, high temperatures required 
(1000 
0
C to 1500 
0
C) and requirement of ultra-high vacuum.
135
  
Liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) is a top down synthesis which is suitable for industrial 
production and applications due to its scalable and cost effective nature.
130,132
 Unlike most 
of the CVD techniques, LPE does not require transfer of graphene from a metal substrate. 
The general principle of LPE is weakening of the van der Waals interaction between the 
layers of graphite in a liquid environment.
130
 A typical LPE involves dispersion of pristine 
graphite in a solvent such as N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP), followed by exfoliation of 
graphitic flakes assisted by ultrasonication.
147,148
 The exfoliated graphene flakes can be 
further isolated from thicker un-exfoliated graphite stacks by means of centrifugation.
149
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LPE graphene is used for composites, smart windows, solar cells and some touch screen 
applications.
130,150
  
2.4 Metal/graphene plasmonic structures 
Noble metals have large carrier concentrations (10
22
 cm
−3
) required to support SPR
2
 and 
hence they have been widely used for plasmonics. However, exploiting the full potential of 
plasmonics in various applications demands the ability to dynamically modulate the 
plasmon resonance, which is hard to achieve in noble metals.
151
 In contrast, graphene 
exhibits remarkably tunable surface plasmons and been extensively investigated and 
demonstrated in the MIR
121,152,153
 and far-infrared
116,119
 spectra. However, realization of 
tunable devices at VIS - near infrared (NIR) regime using graphene faces critical challenges 
due to the large interband loss of graphene.
154,155
 More importantly, considerably weak light 
absorption in graphene (~ 2.3%)
156
 restricts its applications in optoelectronic devices.
157
 
In order to address above limitations, metal/graphene hybrid nanostructures have been 
introduced and widely explored in the past few years, demonstrating their potential 
applications in SERS
158–162
, photodetectors
69,163–167
 and biosensors.
168
 Various metallic 
plasmonic structures such as nanoribbon
169
, nanorod
170
, dolmen structure
171
 and nanovoid 
array
172
 have been incorporated with graphene to realize such systems.  
In a metal/graphene hybrid structure, the optical field near the graphene layer experiences 
significant enhancement due to the excitation of SP waves on the plasmonic structure, 
resulting in increased light absorption in graphene.
169
 As the graphene itself is not 
patterned, the generated carriers can easily be transported in the extended plane without 
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being trapped. This also eliminates the presence of rough edges, generally introduced 
during the fabrication of graphene nanostructures using conventional lithographic processes 
followed by etching.
173
  
Realization of hybrid devices provides means of tailoring the plasmon resonance of the 
metal nanostructure. An immediate consequence is red shift of resonance peak primarily 
due to its dependency on the dielectric function of the surrounding medium
174,175
, which is 
graphene (ng ~ 2.4 at 532 nm)
176
. For instance, Fig 2.24a shows plasmonic resonance 
wavelength and amplitude of 4 nm diameter Ag NPs on bare glass as well as on different 
number of graphene layers on glass. A red-shift in the resonance frequency is observed 
with added graphene layers.
175
 Figure 2.24b depicts simulated quality factor values of Ag 
disks with 10 nm thickness and 40 nm diameter without graphene, with 0.7 nm graphene 
layer (bilayer), and with 2 nm graphene layer between the Ag disk and the glass substrate. 
It can be seen that the plasmonic resonance is dampened and broadened by the presence of 
graphene, which is attributed to energy transfer from Ag NPs to graphene, thus dissipating 
the localized electrical-field concentration on the surface of the Ag NPs.
175
 It is worth 
noting that treating graphene as a mere dielectric environment for the metallic 
nanostructures does not fully grasp the physics of the hybrid systems, as the interactions 
involve more complex phenomena such as electron transfer
177
 and enhanced 
photoexcitation due to plasmonic near-field effects.
178
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Fig 2.24: a) Plasmonic resonance frequency and amplitude of 4 nm Ag NPs for different number of 
graphene layers. b) Simulated Q-values of Ag disks with 10 nm thickness and 40 nm diameter 
without graphene, with 0.7 nm graphene layer, and with a 2 nm graphene layer [Adapted from Ref. 
175]. 
 
Several studies have exploited the ability to electrostatically modulate carrier concentration 
in graphene
106,107,179
 to achieve electrically tunable optical properties in a metal/graphene 
hybrid
170,171,180,181
, paving a way towards next generation plasmonic and nanophotonic 
devices. Tunable resonance around the THz regime in metal/graphene system was first 
demonstrated using split-ring resonators on top of CVD graphene
182
 as shown in Fig 2.25. 
Such devices exploit dependence of graphene surface conductivity on the Fermi level, 
which in turn can be controlled in-situ through applied gate voltage. In a graphene FET, the 
dependence of graphene Fermi energy EF on the applied gate voltage is given by
183
: 
𝐸𝐹(𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃) = ħ𝜈𝐹√𝜋𝐶𝑔(𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃)                                           (2.29) 
Where VG is the applied gate voltage, VCNP is the charge neutrality point voltage, νF is the 
Fermi velocity and Cg is the capacitance per unit area per charge of the SiO2 layer.  
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Fig 2.25: a) Schematic of gated CVD graphene/THz-metamaterial device. b) Room temperature 
transmittance spectra for back-gate voltages VG = (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14) V, from green to 
blue with ΔVCNP = VG - VCNP [Ref. 182]. 
Active control of the optical properties in the range 0.25 - 2.75 THz achieved in a 
graphene/THz metamaterial device is shown in Fig 2.25b. Presence of graphene has 
strongly changed the metamaterial transmittance over the whole frequency range and 
through graphene gating; a modulation depth of 11.5% with an applied bias of 10.6 V is 
obtained. Efficient control of plasmon resonance in the NIR was reported by Kim et al in a 
hybrid graphene-gold nanorod system
170
, which is explained in detail in the following part. 
In the visible-range, SPP modulation was achieved by Quian et al.
184
 by employing 
graphene-Ag nanowire hybrid structures.  
Figures 2.26a,b display the effect of graphene on the optical properties of Au nanorod
170
 
and Fig 2.26c shows the effect of a gate voltage. The mechanism of interband optical 
transitions present at all energies in pristine graphene (d) and a gate-induced shift in Fermi 
energy which blocks the interband transition (e) are also shown. A typical SEM image of 
the device is shown in the inset to Fig 2.26a. As mentioned before, the presence of 
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graphene resulted in broadening of the Au nanorod plasmon resonance peak. Authors used 
a top electrolyte gate with ionic liquid to control plasmon resonance through varying 
optical transitions in graphene.  
Fig 2.26: Effect of graphene on the gold nanorod plasmon resonance. a) Rayleigh scattering spectra 
of graphene-nanorod hybrid structure. b) Rayleigh scattering spectrum of a bare gold nanorod. c) 
Rayleigh scattering spectra of an individual graphene−nanorod hybrid structure at different gate 
voltages, Vg = 0.5, −0.1, −0.9, and −1.5 V, demonstrating strong modulation of plasmon excitation. 
d) Strong interband optical transitions in graphene present at all energies. They contribute to the 
plasmon dissipation at 0.86 eV. e) Illustration showing that a gate-induced shift in EF can block the 
interband transition in graphene and reduce optical dissipation at 0.86 eV [Adapted from Ref. 170]. 
Figure 2.26c shows Rayleigh scattering spectra at Vg = 0.5, −0.1, −0.9, and −1.5 V, clearly 
demonstrating the capability to modulate surface plasmon resonance through electrical 
gating as it shifts the Fermi energy and modifies optical transitions in graphene.
107
  
Efficient modulation of different aspects of the  resonance was reported: A 20 meV shift in 
the resonance frequency, a 30% increase in quality factor, and a 30% increase in resonance 
scattering intensity.
170
 The shift in plasmon resonance frequency and enhanced resonance 
quality factor can be attributed to changes in the real (εg′) and imaginary (εg″) part of the 
graphene dielectric constant upon electrical gating respectively. Modulation of the plasmon 
resonance is achieved by eliminating the energy dissipation channel in graphene by 
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switching off its interband optical transitions through electrostatic gating. Gated graphene 
has a shifted Fermi energy |EF|, and the optical transitions with energy less than 2|EF| 
become forbidden due to empty initial states (or filled final states) for hole (or electron) 
doping
107
 (Fig 2.26e).  
2.4.1 Surface enhanced Raman effects  
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) refers to a technique that enhances Raman 
scattering by several orders of magnitude, as high as 10
15
, enabling to probe single 
molecules.
185
 In general, SERS is attributed to two major mechanisms. First one is 
chemical mechanism, where a new resonance state is generated through a charge transfer 
between the substrate and adsorbate and the second mechanism is an electromagnetic 
process in which a local electric-field is enhanced in certain noble metal 
nanostructures.
186,187
 In the latter, the increased intensity of the Raman signal occurs due to 
large electric-field enhancement provided by localized surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR).
23
 The enhancement, often referred to as electromagnetic hot spots, is greatest at the 
surface and rapidly falls off with distance.  
Raman spectrum of graphene is well investigated and has been established as a powerful 
tool to monitor doping, defects and edges.
188–193
 However, it has limited sensitivity being 
an inelastic scattering process. SERS can be employed as an efficient mechanism to 
facilitate Raman scattering intensity, which can be further benefited from enhanced 
molecular adsorption
194
, surface passivation
195
, and tunable Fermi level
196
 of graphene. In a 
metal/graphene system, the electromagnetic hot spots created by the metal nanostructures 
through LSPR are passed through the monolayer graphene, resulting in an atomically flat 
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surface for Raman enhancement. Recently, SERS studies were performed in mechanically 
exfoliated graphene-gold disc system
158
 exhibiting enhancement factor up to 60. Also, 
CVD graphene samples with thermally deposited gold film and a close-packed gold 
nanosphere layer have been investigated.
197
  
2.4.2 Graphene photodetector  
A photodetector (PD) is a device that converts light into current and is among the most 
ubiquitous technology we use today. In order to introduce general ideas and to define 
important characteristic parameters, a conventional semiconductor photodetector is 
considered. Figure 2.27 shows the structure and band diagram of a metal-semiconductor-
metal (MSM) photodetector. When a bias voltage is applied between two electrodes, one of 
the Schottky junctions (interface between a metal and a semiconductor) is reverse-biased, 
and the other junction is forward-biased.
198,199
 At a Schottky junction in thermal 
equilibrium, Fermi levels of the metal and the semiconductor are equalized forming a space 
charge region (SCR) at the edge of the semiconductor, which is depleted of free charge 
carriers.
199
 The light absorption near the reverse-biased junction generates electron-hole 
pairs which are separated by the electric-field present in the SCR, thereby creating a 
photocurrent. The other electrode, consisting of a forward-biased Schottky junction acts as 
a collection electrode.
198
 In Fig 2.27b, VB denotes the applied bias voltage, L is the distance 
between two adjacent contact fingers, Φ0 is the height of the Schottky barrier and Iph is the 
photocurrent. 
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Fig 2.27: a) Schematic diagram of a metal-semiconductor-metal structure. b) Energy band diagram 
showing photocurrent generation [Ref. 198]. 
At a given wavelength λ, the incoming photon flux Φin is defined as the number of photons 
reaching the active surface per unit time. i.e., Φ𝑖𝑛 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛λ/hc  where h is the Planck 
constant and c is the velocity of light. Responsivity of a photodetector is the ratio 
photocurrent to the incident optical power (Pin), i.e., 
                                                              𝑅 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ/𝑃𝑖𝑛                                                    (2.30) 
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is equal to the number of electron–hole pairs per 
second collected to produce the photocurrent Iph divided by the incoming photon flux. 
                                    𝐸𝑄𝐸 =
𝐼𝑝ℎ/𝑞
ϕ𝑖𝑛
=
𝑅ћ𝜔  
𝑞
                                            (2.31) 
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Where q is the electron charge. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is defined in a 
similar way, but by taking into account only the absorbed photon flux (Φabs). i.e., 
                                                                 𝐼𝑄𝐸 =
𝐼𝑝ℎ/𝑞
ϕ𝑎𝑏𝑠
                                                (2.32)  
Graphene, being a gapless material
5
, enables charge carrier generation by light absorption 
over a wide energy spectrum. It also exhibits ultrafast carrier dynamics
200
, wavelength-
independent absorption
201,202
,  low dissipation rates and high mobility
203
, ability to confine 
electromagnetic energy to small volumes
6,7
, and most importantly, tunable optical 
properties through electrostatic doping.
106,107
 Aforementioned advantages have motivated 
developing various photodetection platforms based on graphene over the past few 
years.
69,163,166,204–213
 
Metal-graphene-metal (MGM) photodetectors
214
 were the first class of graphene PDs 
investigated. In a MGM PD, the predominant mechanisms responsible for photovoltage 
generation are photovoltaic
157,166,207
 (PV), photothermoelectric
215–217
 (PTE), and 
bolometric
218,219
 effects. PV effect exploits the built-in electric-field induced by the 
differently doped regions in graphene to separate the optically excited electron-hole (e
-
-h
+
) 
pairs thereby giving rise to photovoltage, PTE effect is associated with the photovoltage 
produced by the optically generated hot electrons in regions with different thermoelectric 
powers, and bolometric effect is originates from the heat induced change in the mobility 
due to illumination leading to a change in device conductivity. Although such 
photodetectors feature attractive properties such as broadband operation, uniform 
wavelength sensitivity and fast response speed, they possess poor photoresponsivity and 
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low quantum efficiency (< 0.2 %)
157,220
 due to the low light absorption ( ~ 2.3 %) in 
graphene.
156
  
To this end, efforts have been made to enhance the photoresponse by exploiting electric-
field enhancement resulting from the excitation of plasmons.
164,165,221,222
 In the visible 
spectral range, Liu et al.
164
 reported the use of plasmonic nanostructures as subwavelength 
scattering source to enhance optical detection and photoresponse at selected plasmon 
resonance frequency, enabling graphene PDs to respond sensitively to selected colors. By 
integrating graphene with Au nanoparticles of diameter ~ 18 nm, a largely enhanced 
photocurrent and EQE reaching up to 1.5 % at zero source drain bias and zero gate voltage 
was achieved.
164
 Also, graphene FET-based detectors functioning in the THz regime have 
been demonstrated.
223
 However, graphene photodetectors utilizing plasmonic enhancement 
methods are characterized by narrowband and polarization sensitive enhancement, limiting 
their applications mainly in spectrally resolved and polarization specific photodetection 
scenarios.  
A significant improvement was reported by Fang et al., realizing a broadband and 
polarization insensitive plasmonic-enhanced graphene PD using a gold fractal 
metasurface.
69
 When the visible light is incident on the fractal metasurface (snowflake 
geometry), it excites plasmon oscillations in the Au fractal structure. This leads to 
confinement and enhancement of the electric-field within nanometers of the structure, 
contributing to an extensive e
-
-h
+ 
pair generation and elevating the electron temperature 
through electron−electron interactions in graphene.224 The generated carriers are then 
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separated via built-in electric-field and thermoelectric power differential at Au−graphene 
interface, giving rise to a detectable photovoltage. 
 
Fig 2.28: a) SEM image of the graphene photodetector with the fractal metasurface and tip-and-ring 
structure. b) Red markers: measured enhancement of photovoltage generation (Vfractal/Vedge, spot A 
to spot C in (a)) over a wavelength range from 476 nm to 647 nm. Cyan curve: simulated absorption 
spectrum of the fractal metasurface [Ref. 69]. 
Figure 2.28a presents a SEM image of the graphene PD with the fractal metasurface and 
tip-and-ring structure. The enhancement factor is characterized by the ratio Vfractal to Vedge 
which denote photovoltage generated when the laser spot is incident upon the fractal 
metasurface, and when the laser spot is incident upon the plain gold−graphene edge, 
respectively (Fig 2.28b). Photoresponse was found to be independent of the polarization 
angle of incident light, as expected from the hexagonally symmetric geometry of the fractal 
metasurface design.
69
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Chapter 3: Experimental and 
computational methods 
This section outlines all the fabrication and characterization methods used in this thesis 
work. Firstly, design and realization of plasmonic nanostructures with emphasis on 
lithographic process is described, followed by various techniques employed to characterize 
them. Finally, brief explanation is provided on simulation methods using COMSOL 
Multiphysics and CST Microwave studio, employed to investigate plasmonic properties of 
graphene nanoribbons and fractal structures respectively. 
3.1 Sample preparation 
For all fabrication processes discussed within this thesis, we used Calcium fluoride (CaF2) 
and Si coated with Silicon dioxide (SiO2) substrates. The 500µm Si wafers coated with 285 
nm SiO2 (purchased as 50mm radius discs from Si-Mat Silicon materials) were cut into 
pieces of dimension 1 x 1 cm. The insulating CaF2 substrates are 500µm thick with 
dimension 1 x 1 cm. For the fabrication of Au fractals, the CaF2 and Si/SiO2 substrates with 
desired dimensions were cleaned as discussed in the next sections followed by spin coating 
of EBL resist and subsequent EBL process. 
3.1.1 Graphene growth 
 Isolated single graphene crystals were grown on Cu foils by CVD and transferred to both 
Si/SiO2 and  CaF2 substrates by our collaborators Vaidotas Mišeikis and Camilla Coletti 
(IIT - Center for Nanotechnology Innovation @NEST and IIT Graphene Labs)
225
 (Fig 3.1).  
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Fig 3.1: SEM image of a large isolated single crystal of CVD grown graphene on Cu foil.  
Growth process was carried out in a cold-wall CVD reactor (AIXTRON “Black Magic”)  
which offers relatively fast ramp-up and cool-down rates along with a short annealing 
process, resulting in faster process time (e.g. 2.5 hrs. for the production of 1 mm single-
crystals).  Graphene films were synthesized at a pressure of 25 mbar inside the CVD system 
at temperature ~ 1000 °C. The flow rates of process gases were set to 1 sccm of methane, 
20 sccm of hydrogen and 900 sccm of argon. After the growth, the chamber was cooled in 
argon/hydrogen atmosphere to 120 °C.  
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3.1.2 Graphene transfer 
Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) was used as a carrier material
136,137
 for transferring  the 
CVD-grown graphene to target substrates such as Si/SiO2 and CaF2. This was achieved by 
spin-coating PMMA onto the graphene to act as a support. The graphene/PMMA 
membrane was then removed from  copper by electrochemical delamination
226 using 
sodium hydroxide as electrolyte. The graphene/PMMA membrane (suspended and 
stretched flat by the support frame) was rinsed in deionized (DI) water, dried, and deposited 
on the target substrate. The samples were heated 10 minutes at 120 °C to improve the 
adhesion. The PMMA was removed in acetone and IPA, completing the transfer process. 
Figure 3.2 shows optical image of SLG on Si/ SiO2 substrate having lateral size ~ 200 µm.  
 
Fig 3.2: Optical microscope images of CVD graphene on Si/ SiO2 substrate. 
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3.1.3 Substrate cleaning 
A standard cleaning procedure was employed for all the substrates which involve 2 minutes 
sonication in acetone followed by isopropyl alcohol and dry with nitrogen gun. Also, 5 
minutes oxygen plasma etching (Tucano tabletop plasma system) was carried out with 
100W power at 0.1 mTorr pressure to get rid of any contaminants. The cleaned substrates 
were inspected under optical microscope and stored in a nitrogen dry box.  
3.1.4 Optical imaging  
A Nikon Eclipse LV 100 optical microscope was used for the preliminary investigation of 
samples as well as to obtain high quality images necessary for the computer-aided design 
(CAD) and alignment for the EBL. The lowest magnification available was 5 X, which 
allows to acquire a small area of the sample. In order to obtain an image of entire substrate 
(~ 1 x 1 cm), which was necessary for alignment purposes during EBL process, multiple 
images were captured sweeping the sample area and stitched them together. We used an 
open source photo stitching software, Hugin V 2.0. The process relies upon merging several 
overlapping photos taken over the substrate and blend them together using control points.
227
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3.2 Electron beam lithography 
Generally, lithography is a process in which a patterned resist is used to selectively deposit 
metal on a substrate. Different lithographic techniques include electron beam lithography, 
optical lithography, interference lithography, hole-mask colloidal lithography, nano imprint 
lithography and nanosphere lithography
228–232
. Lithographic techniques offer great control 
over size, shape and orientation with good reproducibility. In a general EBL process,
228
 an 
electron beam selectively irradiates predetermined areas of a resist which is spin-coated on 
the substrate. The electron beam and hence the pattern is controlled by a CAD software. 
EBL can be either positive or negative based on the nature of resist. A positive (negative) 
resist undergoes physico-chemical changes under the electron beam exposure so that the 
exposed (non-exposed) areas can be dissolved in a specific solvent. This process is called 
developing. Physical vapor deposition can then be used to deposit metal onto the patterned 
resist and substrate. Using a chemical etch, the resist underneath the metal layer can be 
attacked, hence lifting-off unwanted metal. We used acetone for this process. Poly (methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) is the common positive resist of choice due to its high resolution 
and chemical stability and we used it throughout the experiments.  
 In this thesis work we used the Raith 150 TWO ultra-high resolution electron beam 
lithography and imaging system which is developed using a scanning electron microscope 
to which a pattern generator and beam blanker are added in order to control the electron 
beam exposure.
233
 Figure 3.3a outlines the major components in an EBL system
228
 and 
Figure 3.3b shows a photograph of the Raith 150 TWO EBL system
230
 used in this thesis 
work.  
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Fig 3.3: a) Schematic diagram showing major components of an EBL system [Adapted from Ref. 
228] and b) Raith 150 two commercial EBL system in our lab. 
We used 950k PMMA A2 (polymer chain with a mass 950 kDa, diluted 2% in Anisole) for 
all the fabrications in this thesis work. In order to characterize the resist thickness, a spin 
test was carried out with PMMA A2 with varying spin speeds on a 1 x 1 cm CaF2 substrate. 
Figure 3.4 shows the measured PMMA layer thickness at different spin speeds. We used a 
Sawatec SM-180-BT spin coater and thickness analysis was carried out using a Veeco 
Dektak 150 profilometer. Prior to spin coating, the substrates were pre-baked at 120C for 2 
minutes on a hot plate to remove any residual solvents and a post baking at 180C for 7 
minutes was also carried out to evaporate anisole, after the spin coating. We optimized the 
spin speed for PMMA A2 to be 2000rpm, yielding ~ 110nm thick layer for further 
experiments. This choice was motivated by the following reasons. 
1) such a thin layer yields high resolution
228
 for the intended structures, having smallest 
feature size ~ 41 nm  and 2) the intended metallization after the exposure (~ 35 nm) 
requires a resist thickness approximately 3 times thicker than the metal film (i.e.,  > 105 
nm)
228
.  
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After the spin coating and baking, the substrate is ready to be inserted in the Raith system 
for electron-beam exposure.  
 
Fig 3.4: thickness analysis of 2% PMMA 950k in Anisole with varying spin speed. 
RAITH150-TWO Nanosuit software was used to create and edit the CAD files for EBL 
which implements designs in GDSII database file format.  All the structures that have to be 
exposed were designed with optimal dose factors. Electron dose is the number of electrons 
per unit area required to achieve the desired chemical response in the resist. The dose factor 
varies depending on the nature and thickness of the resist, and on the size and shape of the 
structures to be patterned. We optimized dose by exposing same pattern at different doses 
and after the development process, the optimum dose was determined through SEM 
inspection.  
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Fig 3.5: CAD designs using Raith software for graphene nanoribbon arrays (a) with individual 
ribbon width of 150nm (b shows zoomed view) and designed Sierpinski carpets of first (c), second 
(d), third (e) fourth (f) (scale bar = 5µm) and fifth order (g) (scale bar = 2.5µm). 
Figure 3.5 shows examples of computer aided design (CAD) used in this work. The CADs 
of Sierpinski carpets (SC) and nanoribbons demand sub-50 nm resolution and were 
designed systematically by taking into account the proximity effects.
228
 For instance, the 5
th
 
order SC consists of closely spaced squares with sides ~ 41 nm separated by 82 nm gaps 
and their precise fabrication requires careful optimization of dose and other process 
parameters. A low dose results in underexposure whereas a slightly higher dose leads the 
squares to merge as shown in Fig 3.6. Fraction of electrons which undergo large angle 
collisions with the substrate re-emerge into the resist, causing pattern distortion and 
overexposure
234,235
 and this effect increases with feature size. In order to compensate for 
such exposure imbalances, doses were set inversely proportional to the feature size. 
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Structure/Parameter EHT 
(kV) 
Write 
field (µm) 
Aperture 
(µm) 
Beam 
current 
Area dose 
(µC.cm
-2
) 
Area step 
size (nm) 
Fractals (Sierpinski) 20 25 10 ~ 26 pA 246-256 2 
GNR 20 100 10 ~ 26 pA 300 2 
Contact pads 20 500 60 ~ 2.3 nA 400 20 
Table 3.1: Major parameters used for EBL of different types of structures. 
 
Fig 3.6: Dose optimization of 5
th
 order SC. (a) displays missing and distorted features due to under-
exposure while (c) and (d) shows broadened and merged features, an indication of over-exposure. 
The structure with optimal dose is shown in (b). The scale bar is 2 µm. 
For example, in the case of 5
th
 order SC, the element with largest size (1.1 µm) was given a 
dose ~ 246.4 µC cm
-2 
while for the smallest element (41 nm), the dose was ~ 256 µC cm
-2
. 
Once the sample is ready, it is loaded into the Raith system. Important steps prior to 
electron beam exposure involve focusing, adjusting stigmation and aperture alignment. 
Write field alignment was done in order to calibrate the electron beam deflection so that the 
beam movement precisely corresponds to the length defined by the coordinates of the 
patterns. We used a 3 point alignment procedure for sample alignment.
230,236
 EBL 
parameters used for different structures are detailed in table 3.1. Contact pads 150 x 150 
µm squares were patterned as well on the substrates for the electrical measurements.  
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The resist developer for PMMA is Methyl Isobutyl Kethone (MIBK). In our process, we 
used a solution 1:3 MIBK: IPA at 8C. A developing time of 30s was used, followed by 
dipping the sample in IPA and blowing with nitrogen gun. After the developing stage the 
sample was ready for metal deposition or oxygen etching, in the case of graphene 
nanoribbons/ fractals.   
For the fabrication of Au Sierpinski carpets on the insulating CaF2 substrates, a 10 nm thick 
layer of Al layer was deposited using a thermal evaporator (Kurt J Lesker PVD 75) prior to 
EBL, which acts as a conductive layer. After the electron beam exposure, the conductive 
coating was selectively removed by dipping the sample in KOH 1M for 20 seconds. The 
samples are then rinsed with DI water and dried with a nitrogen gun before developing.  
3.3 Reactive ion etching 
For the realization of nanostructures on graphene, such as nanoribbons and Sierpinski 
carpets, oxygen reactive ion etching (RIE) was employed. Generally, in a RIE system, a 
strong RF electromagnetic field is applied and the desired gases are introduced. A negative 
self-bias on the lower electrode results in acceleration of ions towards the substrate and 
etches the target material. We used ICP-RIE SI 500 by Sentech instruments with CESAR 
RF power generator. O2 (5 sccm) was used for etching in an inert atmosphere (Ar at 80 
sccm). An etching time of 30 seconds at a temperature 15 
0
C and with 35 W power resulted 
in total etching of exposed graphene.  
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3.4 Metal evaporation and lift off 
In order to deposit fractal structures and contact pads after EBL, electron beam evaporation 
(Kenosistec KS 500 ET) was employed. We deposited 10 nm of Ti and 50 nm of Au to 
realize the contact pads for electrical measurements whereas for the Au SC fractals, 
different thicknesses of Au, from 25 to 45 nm, were deposited. The process was carried out 
at a pressure ~ 10
-6
 mbar with deposition rate ~ 0.3 Å/s. 
 
Fig 3.7: Optical images of typical sample with SC nanostructures at different stages of fabrication. 
a) SC array of order 2 after developing the resist. The blue color corresponds to the areas exposed 
by e-beam and the rest has PMMA mask. b) After etching and removal of resist with acetone. 
Graphene stripes left after etching (dark violet) are marked. Contact probes for the devices after 
resist development (dark blue) (c), and after evaporation and lift-off (d). e, f) Results of similar 
process for Au SCs for fractal orders 1 – 5. 
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Lift-off of the sample was performed in acetone at 80 
0
C, leaving only the structures 
exposed by EBL. Optical images of a sample consisting of Au SCs as well as SCs pierced 
on graphene along with contact probes at different stages of fabrication are presented in Fig 
3.7. A graphene flake on a Si/SiO2 substrate is shaped into a narrow strip of ~ 40 µm width 
using EBL and RIE. Along with this step, SC fractals were also patterned as shown in Fig 
3.7b. Graphene underneath the exposed structures were etched during RIE while PMMA 
protects the unexposed area. Figs 3.7c,d show how graphene with nanostructures on its top 
were contacted by depositing narrow Au strips. Hybrid Au/G structures were fabricated by 
patterning SCs on the top of graphene strip, followed by developing, metal evaporation and 
lift-off (Figs 3.7e, f).  
3.5 Characterization techniques 
Essential techniques employed in order to characterize our samples are discussed below. 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the fabricated nanostructures.  
SEM imaging system integrated with Raith 150 TWO was employed with an accelerating 
potential 5 keV and aperture size 10 µm. In addition, FEI Helios NanoLab DualBeam 650 
was also used.  
Height profiles of our samples deposited on Si/SiO2 in tapping mode were obtained using a 
Bruker Innova atomic force microscope (AFM) system in combination with V-type 
cantilever and Silicon Nitride (SiN) tips.  
Raman measurements were performed using a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman microscope 
equipped with a 100x (0.85 N.A.) objective, and laser sources of excitation wavelengths 
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514 nm, 532 nm, 633 nm, and 785 nm. All spectra were calibrated with respect to the first-
order silicon LO phonon peak at 520 cm
-1
 and they were recorded at room temperature at a 
power 0.5 mW and integration time 10 s. For the Au SCs, 35 ± 3 nm thick Au film 
deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate was used as a reference for SERS measurements, while for 
Au/G SCs, bare graphene deposited on Si/SiO2 substrate was used. Raman maps of 
graphene G and 2D, and Brilliant Cresyl Blue (BCB) vibrational band ω* = 1655 cm-1 were 
scanned at 0.3 µm steps in both the directions in the plane of the sample. For the 
measurements on BCB, SCs were dip-coated for 1 h in 1 mM BCB aqueous solution, then 
rinsed in deionized water to wash the excess molecules in order to form a thin layer 12 ± 2 
nm thick, and finally dried in nitrogen flow. Renishaw WiRE 3.0 software was used to 
analyze the collected spectra.  
For the optical characterization, Thermo Fisher FTIR spectrometer with Thermo Scientific 
Nicolet Continuµm microscope was employed. The system is equipped with NO2-cooled 
HgCdTe and Si detectors, KBr and quartz beamsplitters, and a 15x (0.58 N.A.) objective. 
The optical spectra of graphene and metal/graphene structures on Si/SiO2 substrates were 
obtained in reflection mode while for CaF2 substrates, transmission mode was employed.  
In order to perform electrical measurements in our field-effect devices, we deposited probes 
(5 µm wide) and bonding pads (100 x 100 µm) on the top of desired points on graphene 
using electron beam evaporation (5 nm Ti and 50 nm Au). The bottom of p+ doped Si 
substrate was scratched with diamond pen to remove any oxide layer. Substrate was then 
attached on sample holder using silver colloidal paste. The two metal pads across the 
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graphene channel correspond to source and drain while the Si substrate contacted through 
silver paste is the backgate.  
Electrical measurements were carried out in two- and four- probe Van der Pauw 
configuration by Keithley 2612A digital multimeter and Agilent 34410A digital voltmeter. 
For measurements in ambient condition, pads were contacted directly with sharp metal tips 
precisely positioned with the help of an optical microscope. For measurements in vacuum, 
sample was kept inside a chamber which was pumped down to ~ 10
-6
 mbar and the pads 
were contacted by metal tips with the help of a microscope coupled to a camera. To connect 
contact pad to external circuit board, a wire bonder (F&S BONDTEC Series 56) was 
employed (Fig 3.8).  
 
Fig 3.8: a) Sample attached on a connection board using silver paste. b) Representative image of 
final device (5
th
 order Sierpinski carpet on top of 40x40 µm graphene stripe with Au pads and 
contact fingers). c) The contact pad connected to external circuit using a wire bonder. 
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Fig 3.9: Schematic of photocurrent measurements. 
Photocurrent was measured using 521 nm, 639 nm, 849 nm, and 1550 nm laser sources at 
different powers. The output power density was calibrated with a power meter. 
Responsivity was measured with a custom optical setup: an ASB-XE-175 source emits 
white light passing through a SP CM110 monochromator controlled by PC. Emerging 
monochromatic light was coupled to a fiber, modulated at 173 Hz by a mechanical chopper 
and focused by a lens first on the samples, then on Si and Ge photodiodes. Both AC current 
signals were measured by a Signal Recovery 7265 lock-in amplifier in series with a current 
pre-amplifier having an input impedance of 10 MΩ  and an amplification factor 106 A/V, 
connected to a PC (Fig 3.9).  
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3.6 Electromagnetic simulations 
Electromagnetic response of graphene ribbon array was simulated using COMSOL 
Multiphysics, which employs a finite element code allowing to solve partial differential 
equations in 2D and 3D domains.
237,238
 GNR array is placed at the boundary between two 
dielectrics: air (ε1 = 1) and SiO2 (ε2 = 3.9)
239
 (Fig 3.10). Periodic boundaries were set with 
period 2W where W = 150 nm is the graphene ribbon width. After defining boundaries and 
domains, the mesh was generated.  
 
Fig 3.10: Sketch of modeled graphene nanoribbon on Si/SiO2 substrate.  
Graphene was treated as an effective medium with an RPA conductivity
6
 𝜎(𝜔) given by 
equation 2.20. The dielectric constant of graphene is given by 𝜀𝑟(𝜔) = 𝑖𝜎(𝜔)/𝜔𝜀0𝑡  
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and t is the thickness of graphene layer which was 
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taken as 1 nm, which is a reasonable value considering the inhomogeneties in CVD 
graphene.
180
 
In order to evaluate the electromagnetic near-field distributions of the gold Sierpinski 
carpet (SC) fractals, finite elements method (FEM) simulations were carried out in CST 
Microwave Studio. For our study, we considered Au SCs deposited on CaF2 substrates as 
shown in Fig 3.11. The complex dielectric constant of the Au squares constituting the 
fractals is described by Rakic et al. model
240
 while the dielectric constant of the CaF2 
substrate is given by Malitson model.
241
  
 
Fig 3.11: Modeled Au SC deposited on a CaF2 substrate. 
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A linearly polarized plane wave (TM) radiation source with a varying wavelength is placed 
above the structure at normal incidence. An outer box corresponding to a perfectly matched 
layer was implemented to minimize unphysical reflections of the scattered waves. The 
boundary conditions were taken as Floquet periodic conditions. We used a sufficiently fine 
mesh that gave steady and mesh-independent results for the near-field distributions.  
To simulate Au/G hybrid structures, graphene was modeled as an impedance surface with 
complex impedance obtained by aforementioned RPA conductivity for different Fermi 
energies. A linearly polarized plane wave (TM) radiation source with a varying wavelength 
is placed above the structure at normal incidence. A perfectly matched layer bounding box 
was implemented. The boundary conditions of the system were considered as periodic. A 
direct solver was chosen for the solution method (MUMPS), which allowed cluster 
computing for parallelization. 
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Chapter 4: Results and discussions 
This chapter presents and explains the experimental results and compares them with 
electromagnetic simulations. The electrical, optical and Raman properties are analyzed for 
graphene nanoribbons, Au fractals and Au/G fractals in separate sections. Furthermore, the 
Au/G photodetector is introduced and discussed.  
4.1 Graphene nanoribbons 
Graphene nanoribbons (GNR) are narrow strips of graphene that have been largely 
investigated.
6,8,118,127,242–248
 This section is intended to discuss the basic properties of GNR 
for their use in electronics and plasmonics. This would also serve as a benchmark in 
developing methodologies for the fabrication and characterization techniques that will be 
employed throughout this thesis, and applied to more complex structures and analysis. 
 
Figure 4.1: SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of GNR array fabricated on Si/SiO2 substrate. 
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Figures 4.1a,b show SEM and AFM images of a representative graphene nanoribbon array, 
having dimension 75µm x 75µm fabricated on Si/SiO2 substrate. SEM analysis indicates a 
ribbon width ~ 150 nm. Raman spectroscopy is employed to investigate structural quality 
of our CVD graphene samples and FTIR revealed their optical properties. GNR based field-
effect devices are fabricated with Si backgate to explore transport characteristics. These 
results are presented in the following sections.   
4.1.1 Raman characterization 
Raman Spectroscopy measurements are performed at three different locations in the 
sample: graphene without patterning, GNR area, and the area where reactive ion etching 
was carried out. This would allow to access number of graphene layers
188,249
, and provide a 
comparison between bare graphene and GNR in terms of defects
250
 and edges.
190,251,252
 
Figure 4.2a shows representative Raman spectra on all the three regions at 633 nm laser 
excitation, 5 mW incident power, and 10 s collecting time.  
It can be seen that the Raman spectra of CVD graphene reveal the characteristic features to 
be expected in any graphite based material namely G, D and 2D bands.
188,249
 The G band 
(typically at 1580 - 1590 cm
-1
)
253
 corresponds to Brillouin zone-center optical E2g phonon 
in graphene. The E2g phonon involves in-plane bond stretching of all pairs of carbon 
atoms.
188,254
 It has a wavevector of zero, and thus the Raman process for G band can be 
satisfied even under non-resonant conditions. As a result, the intensity of G band is 
insensitive to external factors such as polarization and carrier concentration.
255
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Figure 4.2: a) Raman spectra of graphene, GNR and area totally etched by RIE. Inset shows 
zoomed view of marked area. b) 2D peak of graphene fitted to single Lorentzian. 
Table 4.1: Key features obtained from the Raman spectra. 
D band, typically positioned at ~ 1340 cm
-1
 [Ref. 253] is due to the breathing modes of six 
atom rings and requires defect for activation.
254,256
 Presence of D band requires excitation 
and inelastic scattering of a charge carrier by a phonon, then a second elastic scattering by a 
defect or zone boundary, then resulting in recombination.
191
 Thus this double resonance 
process include one elastic scattering event caused by defect of crystal and one inelastic 
Band Position (cm
-1
) FWHM (cm
-1
) 
Graphene GNR Graphene GNR 
D  1342  69 
G 1583 1589 20.6 42 
2D 2670 2675 35 35 
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scattering event induced by electron-phonon interaction. Double resonance Raman 
scattering can also happen as an intravalley process, that is, connecting two points 
belonging to the same cone around K which gives rise to Dʹ band.191  
The 2D band which lies around 2680 cm
-1
 [Ref. 253] is the second order of D band with 
frequency twice as that of D band, which originate from a double resonance process where 
momentum conservation is satisfied by two phonons with opposite wave vectors and no 
defects are required for its activation.
188,256
 At room temperature, SLG exhibits a sharp 2D 
band that can be fitted with a single Lorentzian curve.
191
 Differently, in a bilayer graphene, 
a parabolic energy dispersion E (k) originate as a consequence of the Bernal A-B stacking. 
In this case, 2D band is upshifted and is broadened. The 2D band consists of four 
components: 2D1A and 2D1B 2D2A and 2D2A.The overall shape of the D band will be the 
convolution of these single Lorentzian features.
188,191
  
Analyzing the acquired Raman spectrum in our samples, it is clear that the 2D band (~ 
2670 cm
-1
) can be fitted with a single Lorentzian peak (Fig 4.2b), which signifies presence 
of SLG.
188,191,257
 Further, full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 2D band below 40 cm
-1 
is a signature of single layer nature of GNR,
188,257
 which is calculated as ~ 35 cm
-1 
in our 
case. Generally speaking, anything that breaks the symmetry of the carbon honeycomb 
lattice can be regarded as defect in graphene
193
, and as mentioned, D band requires defects 
for activation. The Raman spectrum of CVD graphene shown in Fig 4.2a does not have a 
well-defined D band whereas in GNR, a prominent D band is present with ID/IG ratio ~ 2. A 
broadening of G band can also be observed in GNR Raman spectrum unlike that of bare 
graphene. This is attributed to the splitting of G band into G and D’ bands (~ 1620 cm-1) 
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due to the elastic inter-valley scattering of electrons induced by defects.
190,251,252
 Although 
CVD GNR undergoes a few more processing steps than CVD graphene, the induced 
disorder is significant. It is worth noting that an ID/IG ratio of ~ 2 was reported
258
 for GNR 
with comparable dimensions (~ 100 nm) fabricated on mechanically exfoliated graphene, 
which matches well with that of CVD GNR in our case. Also, from the literature, the basal 
plane C–H defects and crystalline defects introduced by EBL in graphene is negligible258,259 
and the intensity of D peak depends mainly on the edge-region of the nanoribbon.
253
 Above 
observations along with the reported linear increase in ID/IG with decreasing ribbon width
253
 
suggests that the D band observed in our GNR can be attributed predominantly to the edges 
introduced during the etching process. 
251–253
   
A blue shift of ~ 6 cm
-1
 is observed in the G band position of GNR compared to that of 
CVD graphene as represented in table 4.1. This could be attributed to oxygen induced 
doping of GNR during the etching process. Oxygen is more electronegative than carbon 
and is expected to withdraw π electrons of GNRs (dope with holes).260,261 Further, from the 
reported investigation of G band evolution based on electrical gate measurements
183
, an 
approximate charge carrier density shift of ~ 5 x 10
12
 cm
-1
 is estimated due to oxygen 
induced doping. Similarly, an upshift in the position of 2D band by ~ 5 cm
-1
 corresponds to 
a change in charge density ~ 5 x 10
12
 cm
-1 
as estimated from the comparison with Ref. 183.  
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4.1.2 Transport measurements 
The electronic transport properties of GNRs are investigated by fabricating field-effect 
transistors (FET) with Si as a backgate. The gate controls the current flow between source 
and the drain, exploiting the GNR array as channel material.
97,98,127,262–266
  
 
Figure 4.3: a) Schematic of GNR FET with Si backgate. S and D denote source and drain contacts 
respectively b) Optical image showing Au pads and graphene flake with GNR array. A zoomed 
view of GNR array is shown in (c) as obtained from SEM. 
Figure 4.3a shows a schematic structure of the GNR – FET, while an optical image is 
shown in Fig 4.3b. S and D denote source and drain contacts respectively. The device has 
two metal pads (Ti/Au) as source/drain contacts, heavily p-doped Si as the back-gate, and a 
285 nm thick SiO2 which acts as dielectric layer. The current-voltage characteristics and 
transfer characteristics of the device are shown in Fig 4.4. VDS, IDS and VG denote the 
source- drain bias voltage, source- drain current, and the gate voltage respectively. 
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Patterning graphene into nanometer size ribbons results in the formation of an energy gap 
due to quasi-one-dimensional confinement of the carriers in a stripe of length L and a small 
finite width W, which allows its use in conventional semiconductor device 
operations.
98,127,266
 The remarkable property of graphene to continuously drive the Fermi 
level from the valence to the conduction band by applying a gate voltage
97,98,267
 is shown in 
our devices for a gate voltage sweep from - 100 to 150 V (Fig 4.4a). We observe a variation 
of current as a function of Si backgate voltage. 
 
Figure 4.4: Electrical characterization of the GNR-based FET. a) Variation of source – drain 
voltage with the gate voltage recorded at VDS = 10 mV. b) VG dependent field – effect mobility of 
GNR FET. Measurements are performed at room temperature. 
As the Fermi level is driven inside the conduction (valence) band, the current increases 
with increasing the concentrations of electrons (holes) induced by positive (negative) gate 
voltages. Whenever the Fermi level goes from the conduction (valence) band to the valence 
(conduction) band, it crosses the charge neutrality point voltage (VCNP ~ 11 V) which 
manifests as the maximum resistance of the channel (i.e., minimum conductance). The 
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observed positive value of VCNP indicates p – doping, i.e., presence of holes.
98
 A number of 
reasons could be responsible for this unintentional doping including metals
268,269
 and 
gases.
270
 We also observe that for a region of back gate voltages near VCNP, the current does 
not go to zero but remains at ~ 0.6 µA. In this case, charge transport can be described by 
leakage current due to thermionic emission as the Fermi tail of carriers is significant at 
room temperature.
97,98,271
  
Traditional field-effect mobility model or direct transconductance method
272
 was employed 
to calculate mobility of our device (Fig 4.4b), which uses the transconductance gm and gate 
induced carrier density of the device to extract mobility. Although field-effect mobility is 
always lower than the real mobility due to the ignorance of contact resistance, it is close to 
the real mobility at longer channel lengths (> 6 µm) [Ref. 273] as the channel resistance is 
dominant over the contact resistance and our devices have a channel length of 75 µm. The 
field-effect mobility (µFE) is the change in sheet conductivity of graphene Δσ due to carrier 
density modulation Δn as272–274: 
 𝛥𝜎 = 𝛥𝑛𝑒𝜇                                                                         (4.1)                                                               
µ𝐹𝐸 =
𝛥𝜎
𝛥𝑛
𝑒 =
𝐿
𝑊
𝑔𝑚
𝐶𝑔𝑉𝐷𝑆
                                                   (4.2) 
Where e is the electron charge, L is the gate channel length and W is the channel width. Cg 
is the gate capacitance per unit area which depends on the SiO2 thickness (t) and the 
dielectric constant of the material (𝜀), i.e., Cg = 𝜀/t. Field-effect mobility is plotted against 
gate voltage in Fig 4.4b as calculated from Equation 4.2. The transconductance is given 
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by 𝑔𝑚 =
𝑑𝐼𝐷𝑆
𝑑𝑉𝐺
. Note that when the drain current reaches a minimum at VCNP, 
transconductance becomes zero. Constant field-effect mobility is observed when IDS varies 
linearly with VG. The difference between actual mobility and field-effect mobility depends 
on the gate voltage, and reaches a minimum value at a certain VG which is close to the peak 
transconductance point.
273
 It is observed that the transconductance reaches its maximum 
value approximately at - 34 V and the corresponding mobility is ~ 592 cm
2
/vs which is 
comparable with reported values of GNR FET mobilities.
128,274,275
 Carrier mobility in 
GNRs is greatly determined by the phonon scattering, charged impurities on the GNR 
surfaces, surface roughness of substrate, structural defects in the basal plane, edge-disorder, 
width and temperature.
276
 The observed low value of mobility in GNR could be attributed 
to disordered edges, impurities and phonon scattering.
274,276–279
  
The bandgap created by quantum confinement in a perfect armchair-edge GNR is Eg = 
2πħvF/3W ~ 1.38 eV/ W (nm) where ħ is the reduced Planck’s constant, vF = 10
6
 m/s is the 
Fermi velocity and W is the width of the GNR.
280
 This implies sub-10 nm wide GNR can 
enable room temperature operation similar to traditional semiconductors. A rough 
estimation of the bandgap value in our device indicates Eg ~ 9.2 meV, assuming a width 
dependent band gap (Eg ~ 1/ W
α
 where α is close to unity245,281) through quantum 
confinement and edge effects. Note that this transport gap in our device originates from the 
disordered edges, leading to a thermally activated hopping transport along the localized 
states with sizes close to the GNR width
265
 and a real bandgap becomes important only for 
much narrower GNRs below 10nm.
244
 As a consequence, the device cannot be completely 
turned off
127,244
, however, we clearly achieved a gate voltage controlled current flow.  
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4.1.3 Plasmons in graphene nanoribbons 
Owing to the unique tunability
6,116,119,121,122
, high degree of electromagnetic 
confinement,
121,122
 and long plasmon lifetimes
6,282
, graphene has recently attracted 
tremendous attention and shown to be promising candidate for optoelectronic and 
nanophotonic applications in a wide spectral range from THz to IR.
8,283
 In this section, 
plasmon excitation in our GNR array by means of Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) is presented.  
The experimental setup is shown in Fig 4.5a. Electromagnetic response is represented in 
terms of reflectance of light from the ribbon array with electric-field polarized 
perpendicular and parallel to the ribbon with Si/SiO2 substrate as reference (Fig 4.5b). We 
observe three major resonance dips (P1, P2 and P3) in the MIR region of the spectra. P1 
and P2, located at ωsp1 = 883 cm
-1 and ωsp2 = 968 cm
-1
, could be attributed to the interaction 
of graphene plasmons with surface optical phonons of SiO2 substrate. This results in 
collective plasmon modes in graphene, producing hybridized plasmon-phonon 
modes.
118,125,221,284
 A third reflectance dip (P3), observed at ωp = 1333 cm
-1 
(7.5 µm), is 
attributed to the graphene intrinsic optical phonon mode. 
Plasmon excitations in a graphene ribbon correspond to collective oscillations of electrons 
across its width. Therefore, the spectrum with parallel polarization shows no resonance 
peaks
116,118
 while the spectrum with perpendicular polarization shows prominent resonance 
peaks due to the excitation of localized plasmons, as evident from Fig 4.5b. It is worth 
noting that the ribbon-to-ribbon coupling effects are negligible in this case.
119,285
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Fig 4.5: a) Schematic of experimental setup. b) Reflectance spectra of light from the ribbon array 
with electric-field polarized perpendicular and parallel to GNR. c) Electromagnetic simulation with 
light polarized perpendicular to the ribbon at incident wavelengths 7 µm, 8 µm, 8.5 µm and 10 µm 
showing electric-field distribution. 
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Effective charge dipoles are produced in each ribbon, which creates necessary restoring 
force for the collective charge oscillations. Enhanced field intensities occur at individual 
ribbon edges, as we visualize using finite element simulations (Fig 4.5c). Here the electric 
near-field distribution computed at different incident wavelengths is shown. A maximum 
enhancement can be observed at the resonance wavelength λ0 ~ 8.5 µm (ωp ~ 1176 cm
-1
), 
which is comparable with the experimentally observed reflectance dip at ~ 7.5 µm (ωp ~ 
1333 cm
-1
). The marginal discrepancy might be due to the fact that the electrically active 
ribbon width is slightly lower than the physical width due to atomic-scale defects and 
complicated edge chemistry.
118,286
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4.2 Gold Sierpinski carpets 
In this part, characterization of Au plasmonic structures inspired by Sierpinski carpet 
deterministic fractals is presented. The first five orders of Au SC are fabricated on CaF2 
and Si/SiO2 substrates by employing EBL, electron beam evaporation and lift-off 
techniques (see chapter 3). We systematically investigated the far-field and near-field 
properties of Au SCs by FTIR and SERS, supported by FEM electromagnetic 
simulations. 
Sierpinski carpets are realized starting from a unit cell of side L0 = 10 µm that is divided 
into a 3 x 3 array of sub-cells of lateral size Lt = L03
-t 
with an Au square replacing the 
central sub-cell. By iteratively applying the same rule to each generated sub-cells, 
fractals with higher orders of complexity are obtained. Here, SC scale-invariance factor 
is ℒt = 3
-t
. Since the number of sub-cells in SC is 𝒩t = 8
t
, the fractal dimension is 𝑑𝐻 =
log𝒩 /𝑙𝑜𝑔(ℒ−1) ≈ 1.89. The total area of the fractal is 𝒜𝑡 = ∑ 𝑁𝑡𝐴𝑡𝑡 , with 𝐴𝑡 = 𝐿𝑡
2 the 
area of the square elements, while its spatial filling fraction is 𝑓 = 𝒜𝑡/𝐿0
2 . The main 
features of SC are summarized in table 4.2.  
Figure 4.6a-e show representative SEM images of Au SC fabricated on a Si/SiO2 
substrate with nominal thickness 35 ± 3nm. Also, we realized periodic arrays of squares 
with lateral size Lt, as a reference. For example, Fig 4.6f shows a periodic array with size 
L5. We carried out Fast Fourier Transform in SCs and periodic array to compare their 
reciprocal lattices. In Fig 4.7a,b, discrete square reciprocal lattices of the periodic array 
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with square size L5 and a singular continuous reciprocal lattice of the SC for t = 5 are 
provided respectively.  
 
Figure 4.6: SEM images of Au SC fabricated on a Si/SiO2 substrate with thickness 𝟑𝟓 ± 𝟑 𝐧𝐦 
for fractal orders t = 1 (a), t = 2 (b), t = 3 (c), t = 4 (d), and t = 5 (e). f)  𝟑𝟓 ± 𝟑 𝐧𝐦 thick Au 
periodic array with square size L5. 
It can be seen that the SC has a larger number of points in the reciprocal space than that 
of the periodic array due to the fact that its fractal reciprocal lattice is a superposition of  
five periodic lattices with different constants at = 3Lt under periodic approximation.
51,287
  
Each point of such a lattice is distinguished by a lattice vector|𝐆𝑖𝑗
(𝑡)
| = 2π√𝑖2 + 𝑗2/𝑎𝑡. It 
is worth mentioning that also Gij is scale-invariant as 𝐆𝑖𝑗
(𝑡)
= 3𝑡−1𝐆𝑖𝑗
(1)
, thereby realizing a 
hierarchy of first pseudo-Brillouin zones [−𝜋 𝑎𝑡, 𝜋 𝑎𝑡⁄⁄ ]
2.  
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Fig 4.7: a) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the SEM image for the periodic array and b) that of 
SC at t = 5.  ∆= Г𝑿̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝚺 = Г𝑴̅̅̅̅̅ direction in the fractal reciprocal lattice are marked along with 
the first pseudo-Brillouin zones [−𝝅 𝒂𝒕, 𝝅 𝒂𝒕⁄⁄ ]
𝟐 for different orders. 
 
 
Table 4.2: Main features of our Au SC 
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Fig 4.8: Box-counting algorithm applied on the SC reciprocal lattice. The fit returns a fractal 
dimension dH = 1.91 ± 0.02. 
By box counting method
288
, we confirmed that the reciprocal lattice of SC is also self-
similar (Fig 4.8). The algorithm works as follows. A square array with periodicity x is 
superimposed on the reciprocal lattice image. Initially x is set at Ɛ/2 (where Ɛ is the size 
of the image), resulting in an array of 2
2
 = 4 boxes. Then N(x) is the number of all the 
squares containing at least one pixel of the image. The array periodicity x is then reduced 
stepwise by factor of 2 and the process is repeated until x equals to the distance between 
two adjacent pixels. The slope of the log N(x) - log x plot gives a fractal dimension dH = 
1.91 ± 0.02. 
4.2.1 Optical properties  
Figure 4.9 details optical properties of Au SCs along with experimental and calculated 
wavelengths of the SC extinction peaks for fractal orders t = 1 - 5. We attribute the 
multiple resonances shown in Fig 4.9a to diffraction mediated localized surface 
plasmons
79,289
 as explained in the following section.  
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In the case of periodic and quasi-periodic photonic crystals, when the wavelength of a 
LSP resonance is slightly larger than the lattice constant, the photonic mode due to the 
optical diffraction associated with the lattice couples to the plasmonic mode of each 
particle, producing a hybrid mode (i.e., Wood anomaly). 
51,78–80,289–294
 In particular, when 
the wavelength of the incident light is larger than the lattice spacing, all the diffracted 
beams other than zeroth order are evanescent (i.e., Rayleigh cutoff) and all the particles 
are radiating in phase by dipolar coupling in the plane of the grating. This results from 
the momentum matching condition
79,290,291,293
 q = k sin θ ± gij, where 𝒒 = 𝒌√𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the 
diffracted beam wavevector, 𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective dielectric constant of the lattice, 
 |𝐤| = 2𝜋/𝜆  is the wavevector of the incident light, θ is its angle of incidence with 
respect to the lattice surface normal, and gij are the lattice wavevectors. Herein, gij are 
indeed the SC reciprocal vectors 𝐆𝑖𝑗
(𝑡)
. At normal incidence, diffraction mediated LSPs 
can be excited when  𝐤(𝑡)√𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ±𝐆𝑖𝑗
(𝑡)
. We predict a set of four-fold degenerate LSP 
resonances, due to the square lattice symmetry, emerging in the Au SC optical spectra at 
self-similar and power-law dependent wavelengths (i.e., critical modes
51
) 
𝜆𝑛
(𝑡)
=
𝑎08
−𝑛 𝑑𝐻⁄
√𝑖2 + 𝑗2
√𝜖𝑒𝑓𝑓                                                                                (4.3) 
Where n ∈ [1, t] is the nth resonance at the tth fractal order. Figure 4.9a, shows the zeroth-
order (the incident and detected light are collinear) extinction (1 − T) spectra of the Au 
SCs exhibiting multiple resonances in the VIS-MIR range. 
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Fig 4.9: a) Experimental Extinction and extinction efficiency spectra of 𝟑𝟓 ± 𝟑 nm thick SCs for 
t = 1 - 5. Extinction peaks 𝝀𝒏
(𝟓)
 are marked. b) Experimental (solid curves) and calculated (dash-
dot curves) normalized extinction of 𝟑𝟓 ± 𝟑 nm thick Au periodic arrays with lattice constants at. 
Dashed lines indicate the array LSPs. Curves in a and b are offset by 0.15. c) Normalized 
extinction spectrum of SC at t = 5 (magenta solid curve) and normalized intensity of the points in 
the SC fast Fourier transform in Fig 4.7b, along the ∆=  Г𝑿̅̅̅̅̅    (red solid curve) and 𝚺 = Г𝑴̅̅̅̅̅ (blue 
solid curve) directions. Curves are offset by 1.5. Note that the SC Fourier spectra are converted 
into photon energy units by ħω = ħkc. Extinction peaks 𝝀𝒏
(𝟓)
 and reciprocal vectors 𝐆𝟏𝟎
(𝒕)
  are 
marked. d) Extinction spectra of SCs for t = 5 with thicknesses 𝟐𝟓 ± 𝟑 nm (blue solid curve), 
𝟑𝟓 ± 𝟑 nm (magenta solid curve), and 𝟒𝟓 ± 𝟑 nm (black solid curve). Inset: FWHM of the LSP 
modes as a function of aspect ratio w in log-log scale. 
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The extinction efficiency (i.e., the extinction divided by the total area of the fractal) of the 
resonances is up to 185%, thus showing an extraordinary extinction.
295
  
It can be noted while comparing extinction spectra of periodic arrays that the position of 
the SC resonances scales linearly along with the lattice constant a as represented in Fig 
4.9b. The SC resonances are blue-shifted with respect to those of the periodic arrays, due 
to the coupling between the squares belonging to the different fractal orders. 
As depicted in Fig 4.9c, the position of the resonances in the SC extinction correspond to 
the first reciprocal lattice vector G10 
(𝑡)
 of each fractal order. However, such modes occur at 
slightly smaller wavenumbers than the Fourier peaks in the ГX̅̅̅̅  and  ГM̅̅ ̅̅  directions obtained 
from Fig 4.7b (i.e., at wavelengths slightly larger than the lattice constants at); thus 
confirming that the origin of such resonances in the Au SC extinction spectra is not due to 
a diffraction mechanism, but to diffraction-mediated LSPs.  
Figure 4.9d presents variation of extinction spectra for Au SC at t = 5 when thickness 
changes from 25 ± 3 nm to 45 ± 3 nm. In order to obtain a large extinction, the metal 
must be optically thick, which implies that the film thickness must be several times the 
skin depth of the metal.
289
 Typical skin depths are on the order of 30−170 nm for Au in the 
VIS-MIR range. It is observed that increasing thickness results in sharp Fano-resonances in 
place of broad peaks as shown in Fig 4.10a. This suggests that the FWHM of the LSPs 
depends on the aspect ratio (i.e., lateral size to thickness) 𝑤𝑡 = 𝐿𝑡/ℎ.
291
 As this ratio 
approaches unity, the resonance becomes sharper the as shown in inset of Fig 4.9d and the 
sharpest resonance occurs when the particle is isotropic (i.e., a cube), while the broadest 
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when it is oblate. In Fig 4.10a, we fitted the extinction resonances for 45 nm thick SC for t 
= 5 with the Fano total scattering cross-section
296
: 
𝜎 =
(
𝑞𝛤
2 + 𝜔 − 𝜔0)
2
(
𝛤
2)
2
+ (𝜔 − 𝜔0)2
                                                         (4.4) 
With Γ the resonance width, ω0 the resonance center, and q the Fano parameter, which 
measures the ratio of the scattering amplitudes related to the two different modes. The fit 
returns q1 = 0.9 ± 0.2 (dipole), q2 = 1.3 ± 0.2 (dipole), q3 = 3.5 ± 0.1 (quadrupole), and q4 = 
7.9 ± 0.4 (octapole) Fano parameters. 
Fig 4.10: a) Experimental extinction spectrum of a 45 nm thick SC for t = 5. Fit of the 
𝜔1
(5)
, 𝜔2
(5)
, 𝜔3
(5)
, and 𝜔4
(5)
 resonances with the Fano function (red solid curve). b) Experimental 
extinction spectra of SCs at t = 5 for unpolarized light and horizontal, diagonal, and vertical 
polarization. 
Furthermore, polarization dependent optical properties of Au SCs at t = 5 is investigated. 
Figure 4.10b represents extinction spectra for unpolarized light and horizontal, diagonal, 
and vertical polarization, suggesting that Au SCs are insensitive to the linear and diagonal 
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polarization of the incident light, having a centrosymmetric geometry. This is an important 
feature in order to realize polarization-independent devices, since other fractal 
geometries
45,51,68,77,297
 and conventional plasmonic structures
2,289
 usually depend strongly 
on light polarization. 
The SC optical spectrum at a given fractal order t exhibits n = t resonances with the 
wavelength 𝜆𝑛
(𝑡)
 corresponding mainly at the first order of diffraction (𝑖, 𝑗) ≡ (1,0). Of 
such resonances, n - 1 refer to the SC at order t - 1, but shifted by a factor proportional to 
𝑎𝑡
−1 owing to the far-field diffraction coupling among the increased number of squares.
2
 In 
Fig 4.11a, the wavelengths of SC extinction peaks 𝜆𝑛
(𝑡)
are shown for each fractal order 
obtained experimentally along with the calculated data for 𝜆𝑛
(5)
.  
Fig 4.11: a) Experimental LSP resonances 𝝀𝒏
(𝒕)
 as a function of their index n. Black solid line is the 
best fit of the experimental data given by equation 4.3, which is in agreement with electromagnetic 
simulations for 𝝀𝒏
(𝟓)
 (orange star). The fit gives dH = 1.92 ± 0.04. b) Experimental and calculated 
(black curve) LSP resonances as a function of LSP wavevector kp = π/Lt. The red line represents 
the free-space dispersion of light ħω = ħkc. 
The best fit of the experimental data that are in good agreement with the electromagnetic 
simulations is given by Equation 4.3, by setting (𝑖, 𝑗) ≡ (1,0). The fit returns a fractal 
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dimension 𝑑𝐻 = 1.92 ± 0.04.  As predicted, such LSP resonances are self-similar as their 
wavelength has the same scale-invariance law (ℒ𝑡 = 8
−𝑡 𝑑𝐻⁄ ) as the SC, depending on the 
fractal dimension as an exponential law. From the data in Fig 4.9a, we can plot the 
dispersion relation of diffraction-mediated LSP modes (Fig 4.11b). Here, kp = π/Lt = 3π/at 
is the LSP wavevector of the SC. It follows also that kp is self-similar. 
4.2.2 Electromagnetic simulations  
Figure 4.12 shows simulated electric near-field enhancement Ez/E0 contour plots for t = 1 
- 4 at their LSP resonances. The results suggest a resonant excitation of coupled dipolar 
antennas centered on the elements constituting the fractal that extends across the entire 
geometry. The system exhibits hot spots localized on a sub-wavelength scale, resulting in 
additional plasmonic modes at shorter wavelengths while increasing the fractal order. 
This mechanism provides a hierarchical multiscale of hot spots that transfer the 
excitations towards progressively smaller length scales, exhibiting large values of electric 
near-field enhancement. As a consequence of the SC fractal scaling, the hot spot 
distribution of the resonant modes is self-similar. With an increasing fractal order and 
thereby the number of squares, a redistribution of the electric near-field intensity occurs. 
As a result, two main phenomena can be observed: 1) a red-shift at a given LSP 
wavelength along with a decrease of its electric near-field intensity. As already stated for 
the far-field optical spectra, this is attributed to the coupling among additional structural 
elements that are introduced in the system, with the difference that near-fields couple by 
dipolar interactions. 2) New LSP modes arise at shorter wavelengths with higher 
intensity. 
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Fig 4.12: Electromagnetic simulations of plasmonic Au SCs. Simulated electric near-field 
enhancement (Ez/E0) distribution of SCs for orders t = 1 - 4 (from left to right) at their resonances 
𝝀𝟏
(𝒕)
 (a-d), 𝝀𝟐
(𝒕)
 (e-g), 𝝀𝟑
(𝒕)
 (h-i), and 𝝀𝟒
(𝒕)
 (j). The incident electric-field E0 is polarized vertically 
and the phase is set to π/4 in order to maximize the field intensity. Each distribution is 
normalized to its maximum value. Inset shows a sketch of the modeled Au SC deposited on a 
CaF2 substrate. 
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4.2.3 Surface enhanced Raman effects 
We investigated the Au SC electric nearfield spatial distributions by SERS measurements 
on a thin layer (12 ± 2 nm) of Brilliant Cresyl Blue (BCB) dye [(C17H20ClN3O)2 ZnCl2], 
deposited on Au SCs. Fig 4.13a shows average Raman spectra acquired on the samples at 
λex = 633 nm for t = 1 - 5 and for an unpatterned Au film as a reference. This excitation 
wavelength is resonant with the dye (Fig 4.13b). The band at 800-1000 cm
-1
 is due to the 
Si/SiO2 substrate on which SCs are patterned. We observe a series of vibrational bands 
arising from the molecule with an increasing intensity as a function of the fractal order. It 
can be seen that the enhancement of Raman signal corresponding to higher orders of SCs 
is much stronger than that of the reference Au film, thus confirming the effective ability 
of the plasmonic hot spots of Au fractal to focus the electric-field.  
We chose the strongest BCB vibrational band ω* = 1655 cm-1, which corresponds to the 
coupling of NH2 scissor mode with the asymmetric stretch mode of C rings
298
 to evaluate 
the maximum SERS enhancement factor EFsers. EFsers is is calculated by the relation:         
                       𝐸𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 =
〈𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒〉
〈𝐼𝐴𝑢〉
〈𝐴𝐴𝑢〉
𝐴𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
                              (4.5) 
where 〈𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒〉 is the average Raman intensity in adu units (1 adu = 1 count/mWs) at ω
*
 
= 1655 cm
-1
 measured over the SC maps, AAu = 0.785 µm
2
 is the area of the laser beam 
spot on the reference Au film, 𝐴𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝐿𝑡
2 is the area of the smallest square of the 
fractal at order t for which the Raman enhancement is maximum, Nsample is the number of 
the smallest squares within the beam spot area, and 〈𝐼𝐴𝑢〉 is the average Raman intensity 
in adu units at ω* measured over the map of the ideally smooth reference Au film.  
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Fig 4.13: a) Raman spectra at λex = 633 nm of BCB deposited on the SC for t = 1 - 5 and on a 
reference Au film. b) Normalized extinction spectra of BCB (blue curve), SC at t = 5 (black 
curve), and periodic array at L5 (red curve). Dotted lines represent λex. Curves are offset by 0.2 in 
a and b. SERS enhancement of the BCB vibrational mode ω* = 1655 cm-1 at λex=633 nm as a 
function of at in log-log scale (c) and as a function of λex for the SC at t = 5 and periodic array at 
L5 (d). Dashed lines are guides for the eyes. Experimental electric-field enhancement E/E0 maps 
of ω* at λex = 633 nm for t = 1 - 5 of the SC (e) and electromagnetic simulations of E/E0 (f). Each 
map is normalized to its maximum value. 
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In Fig 4.13c, EFsers value as a function of lattice constant at of the fractals at λex=633 nm 
is shown, while that of the fractal at t = 5 as a function of the incident wavelength is 
reported in Fig 4.13d.  
We found that EFsers increases with the fractal order as a power law. Despite the fact that 
BCB is resonant at λex = 633 nm, for orders t = 1 − 3 the enhancement factor is very 
small as no LSP mode is in resonance (Fig 4.13b). For orders t = 4 - 5, EFsers is highest as 
the excitation wavelength is resonant not only with the dye but also with LSP resonance 
of the SC. The resonant EFsers obtained at λex = 633 nm is about 10
4
, whereas in non-
resonant case, for instance at λex = 785 nm, it is about 10
3 
(Fig 4.13d). This means a 
maximum electric-field enhancement factor of about 10 is provided in the resonant case, 
while it is about 5 in the non-resonant case. As the latter factor is not affected by the dye 
fluorescence, this is purely a surface-enhanced electromagnetic effect. We infer that the 
plasmonic fractal has a broadband EFsers, which is about twice higher in absolute value 
than an equivalent periodic array (Fig 4.13d), and such a structure could be used for 
multiplexing experiments with several arrays absorbing in different ranges of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 
Fig 4.13e reports spatial distributions of electric-field enhancement E/E0 as obtained 
from the Raman intensity maps of ω* at λex = 633 nm, normalized to the reference Au 
film for t = 1 - 5. It is clear that smaller the element size, larger the electric-field 
localization occurring on it due to LSPs supported by the Au structures, which decays 
rapidly outside the squares. The contour plots present a maximum of contrast distributed 
over the elements for the fractals for t = 1 - 3 orders however, for t = 4 - 5, a large 
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enhancement of the electric-field is shown in between the structures of the previous 
orders, respectively in correspondence of the squares with size L4 and L5. For instance, 
the intensity profile across the map at t = 5 changes of a factor ≈ 10 from the central 
square L1 to the surrounding smaller squares (Fig 4.14). 
 
Fig 4.14: a) Experimental electric-field enhancement Ez/E0 distribution of a SC for fractal order t 
= 5. b) Cross section of the map along the marked solid red line. 
 Note that since the resolution of the laser beam spot is 0.785 µm
2
, the instrument 
averages out over the structures L4 and L5. Our results are in good agreement with those 
obtained by FEM simulations shown in Fig 4.13f. The simulated map for t = 5 has a 
maximum value of the electric-field enhancement E/E0 ≈ 13 on L5 squares at λex = 633 
nm, which is comparable with the experimental value obtained 𝐸𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠
1 4⁄ ≈ 10.  
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4.3 Au/G Sierpinski carpets 
Here the fabrication and study of Au SC deposited on graphene is presented. Design and 
realization of such novel Au/G hybrid fractals offer enhanced light - graphene 
interactions due to higher field localization. Figure 4.15 shows the first five orders of the 
Au SC deposited on a CVD-grown, single-layer, single-crystal graphene transferred on a 
Si/SiO2 substrate. The methodologies followed to generate SCs are the same as described 
in section 4.2 while the design and fabrication of SC is explained in section 3.2.  
 
Fig 4.15: SEM images of Au SC on CVD grown graphene deposited on Si/SiO2 substrates for 
fractal orders t = 1 (a), t = 2 (b), t = 3 (c), t = 4 (d) and t = 5 (e).  
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Electrical characterization of our samples is carried out by designing and fabricating 
FETs for order t = 0 – 5 (t = 0 represents bare graphene). The optical properties of Au/G 
fractals and their gate voltage dependence are measured using an FTIR spectrometer in 
reflection mode. A plasmonic multimodal spectral response from the VIS to MIR range 
similar to that of Au SC is observed. Dynamic control of optical properties by is 
demonstrated by changing the gate voltage. The peculiar optical properties are exploited 
to build a photodetector with broadband photoresponse, showing an enhancement factor 
about 10 over a bare graphene photodetector. Furthermore, SERS is carried out in our 
samples indicating large enhancement of the Raman signal up to 10
5
, which tend to be 
progressively localized around the smallest Au squares. These results are presented in the 
following sections.  
4.3.1 Electrical properties 
Figures 4.16a,b show schematic and optical image of the representative Au/G FET. The 
channel consists of a 40 x 40 μm CVD-grown single-layer graphene flake sensitized with  
t = 1 - 5 orders of Au SCs. In the following parts ISD, VSD, VG and VCNP are used to 
denote source-drain current, source-drain voltage, applied gate voltage and charge 
neutrality point voltage respectively. Generally in a metal/graphene system, the metal 
causes Fermi level to move away from the Dirac points in graphene leading to doping 
with either electrons or holes, with the sign and amount of doping determined by the 
difference of metal and graphene work functions and interfacial interactions.
299,300
 The 
band diagram of Au/G junction in equilibrium is shown in Fig 4.16c. A shift of graphene 
Fermi level is depicted due to difference in Fermi levels of graphene and Au contact 
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electrode. The work functions of graphene and Au are considered to be  ФG ~ 4.5 eV 
[Ref. 203] and ФAu ~ 4.8 eV [Ref. 269]. As the work function of Au is larger than that of 
graphene, Au acts as an effective hole doping. This results in a p-doping for graphene 
which is relatively heavier closer to the Au contact and lighter farther away from it. Note 
that the small density of states in graphene near the Dirac energy causes a the large shift 
of the Fermi level even for limited charge transfer.
301,302
 Figure 4.16d shows VSD - ISD 
plot for VG = -100 V, indicating a linear relationship for all fractal orders, suggesting an 
ohmic contact between Au and graphene.  
Fig 4.16: a) Schematic diagram of Au/G FET with a fractal order t = 5. b) Optical image of 
Au/G FET for t = 1 – 5 (top to bottom, in the same order) (scale bar = 20µm). c) Band diagram of 
the graphene-Au junction at thermal equilibrium. EF is the junction Fermi energy at equilibrium. 
d) ISD-VSD curve at VG = -100 V for t = 0 – 5. 
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The total resistance (Rtotal) of FET consists of contributions from graphene channel 
resistance, and contact resistance (RC) from graphene-metal junction which is estimated 
from four probe measurements, are related by:
273
 
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 2𝑅𝐶 +
𝐿
𝑊
𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡                                                      (4.6) 
Where L is length of the graphene channel, W is width of the graphene channel, and 
Rsheet is the sheet resistance of graphene; 𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑡 =
1
𝜇𝑛(𝑉𝐺−𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃)
. Here μ denotes carrier 
mobility, n is the carrier density, and VG and VCNP are applied gate voltage and Dirac 
point voltage respectively. The gate dependent carrier density is given by: 
𝑛(𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃) = √𝑛0
2 + (𝐶𝑔|𝑉𝐺 − 𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃|)
2
                            (4.7) 
Where n0 is residual charge density and Cg is the back-gate capacitance per unit area of 
FET, i.e., the capacitance of SiO2 layer, given by Cg = εrε0/t = 1.2 x 10
-4
 Fm
-2
, where εr is 
relative permittivity of SiO2 and ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. Thickness of SiO2 layer 
is t = 285 nm.  
The transfer characteristics of our devices are obtained by recording ISD for gate-voltage 
sweep with VSD = 0.1 V in vacuum, revealing several trends with increasing fractal 
order. The dependence of resistivity on the gate voltage shift is presented in Fig 4.17a for 
fractals with t = 0 – 5. The gate voltage shift represents the shift of VG – VCNP at a given 
fractal order with respect to VG – VCNP of t = 0. Each curve shows a maximum value at 
VG = VCNP due to the charge neutrality. 
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Fig 4.17: a) Resistivity at VSD = 0.1 V of Au/G fractals for t = 0 – 5 as a function of the gate 
voltage shift and carrier density with respect to the unpatterned graphene device (t = 0). b) 
Dependence of Fermi energy on the fill factor. Red solid line shows linear fit to the data. c) 
Carrier mobility at VSD = 0.1 V of Au/G fractals for t = 0 – 5 as a function of the relative gate 
voltage to the CNP and carrier density. d) Normalized mobility at 6x10
12
 cm
-2
 of Au/G fractals 
for t = 0 – 5 to the value for t = 0 as a function of the relative Fermi energy shift to the value for t 
= 0. 
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The charge neutrality point (CNP) shifts towards more positive voltages with increasing 
fractal order, attributed to increased p-type doping induced by Au. The graphene Fermi 
energy 𝐸𝐹 = ħ𝜈𝐹√𝜋𝑛 is modified by the doping introduced by Au, which is visualized 
with respect to the Fermi energy of bare graphene in Fig 4.17b as a function of fill factor. 
Here, we define the fill factor, 1 – St/SG, as the area fraction of graphene not covered by 
Au (i.e., fill factor = 1 represents bare graphene). The shift of Fermi energy toward 
positive voltages follows a linear trend as the fill factor decreases, which in turn is due to 
the higher carrier concentration in graphene introduced by Au in higher fractal orders. 
Carrier mobility is plotted in Fig 4.17c as a function of VG – VCNP for different fractal 
orders t = 0 – 5 at VSD = 0.1 V. Clearly, carrier mobility decreases with increasing fractal 
order. Between orders t = 0 and t = 5, a significant difference in mobility, reaching up to 
750 cm
2
/Vs is observed. To better visualize the effect of Au, the variation of mobility as 
a function of the Fermi energy shift induced by the fractals with respect to the 
unpatterned graphene (t = 0) is plotted in Fig 4.17d. Here the electron and hole mobilities 
are shown for t = 0 – 5 normalized to the value for t = 0 ( i. e, 𝜇(𝑡)/𝜇(0)), as a function of 
the relative Fermi energy shift to the value for t = 0 (i. e., (𝐸f
(𝑡) − 𝐸f
(0))/𝐸f
(𝑡)
). 
Evidently, both electron and hole mobility monotonically decreases with relative Fermi 
energy shift. The reduced mobility can be attributed to increased concentration of Au 
adsorbed on the graphene surface which acts as sources of additional scattering for 
charge carriers.
268,303–305
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4.3.2 Optical properties  
Optical spectroscopy is performed with unpolarized light in our Au/G FETs by FTIR 
spectrometer. We compare the results with that of Au fractals and present in Figs 4.18a-
d. In-situ tuning of optical spectra is achieved varying back-gate voltage as shown in Fig 
4.18e,f.  
Figure 4.18a shows reflectance spectra for Au fractal and Au/G fractal at order t = 5 with 
Si/SiO2 spectrum as reference. Both the spectra exhibit multiple features in the VIS - 
MIR region, which for the Au SC appear as maxima due to the radiative scattering in air, 
while for the Au/G SC result in red-shifted minima owing to the quenching electronic 
energy transfer from the Au scatterers to graphene.
306
 The sharper and pronounced 
intensity of LSP dip at ω3 could be due to the fact that it overlaps with graphene 
interband absorption threshold 2EF. The resonances corresponding to Au/G fractal 
appears to be red-shifted compared to that of Au fractal, suggesting an effective coupling 
between Au LSPs and graphene. The observed behavior, which has been extensively 
reported in literature
172,180,307–311
 could be originating from polarizability variation of the 
local environment of Au structures that gives rise to image-dipole charges in graphene. 
This image-dipole reduces the internal field in the Au structures, resulting in a red shift 
of the resonance wavelength.
307–310,312
 Also, there is a general decrease in the Au/G SC 
reflectance throughout the analyzed spectral range from that of Au SC, due to enhanced 
light absorption of graphene. Plasmon resonance position is plotted in Fig 4.18b as a 
function of the lattice constant at for Au and Au/G fractals. A linear correlation is 
observed for Au squares as expected from its self-similar optical response (Section 4.2.1) 
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Fig 4.18: a) Experimental reflectance spectra of 35±3 nm thick Au and Au/G SCs for order t = 5. 
Reflectance dips due to Au LSP modes 𝛚𝐧 are marked along with the graphene interband 
absorption threshold (2EF). LSP resonances of Au and Au/G fractals as a function of the lattice 
constant (b) and as a function of LSP wavevector (c). d) Relative reflectance of the Au/G SC at t 
= 5 for different gate voltages. 2EF level at VG = -100 V is marked. e) Reflectance of the LSP 
modes for the Au/G SC at t = 5 as a function of the relative gate voltage to the CNP. Solid curves 
are guides for the eyes. 
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while for Au/G, the dependence is nonlinear, resembling a square root function, i.e., 
𝜆𝑡 ∝ 𝑎𝑡
1/2
. This might be attributed to the characteristic 2-dimensional plasmon dispersion 
in graphene.
7
 Dispersion relation of LSP modes is shown in Fig 4.18c for Au and Au/G 
fractals, where the LSP wavevector of the SC is given by 𝑘𝑝 =
𝜋
𝐿𝑡
=
3𝜋
𝑎𝑡
.  The black line 
represents the free-space dispersion of light, ħ𝜔 = ħ𝑘𝑐.  
Tuning of LSP resonances in Au/G fractal through electrostatic gating is demonstrated in 
Fig 4.18d for t = 5 for a range of gate voltage from -10 V to -100 V. The relative 
reflectance is defined as 𝑅′ = [𝑅(𝑉𝐺) − 𝑅(𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃)] 𝑅(𝑉𝐶𝑁𝑃) ⁄  where R (VG) and R (VCNP) 
are reflectance at a given gate voltage and that at CNP voltage respectively. Clearly, 
applying larger negative VG result in a significant increment in reflectance intensity which 
indicates reduced absorption in graphene caused by gate dependent carrier dynamics. The 
effect of gate voltage on relative reflectance becomes stronger as the frequency shifts 
towards NIR, showing about 30% increase in reflectance at ~ 0.6 eV. In order to 
distinguish the impact of gate voltage on each LSP mode, we plot the reflectance for ω1 – 
ω5 as a function of VG –VCNP in Fig 4.18e. For ω1 – ω3, which lies below the double Fermi 
level, the increase of negative and positive gate voltages (i.e., holes and electrons carrier 
densities respectively) leads to slight increase of reflectance as a consequence of reduced 
absorbance while for ω4 and ω5 above the Fermi level, an increase of negative voltages or 
hole  density leads to a decrease of reflectance as a consequence of enhanced absorbance. 
This might be due to different coupling mechanisms between the Au LSP modes and 
graphene, which is dependent on the Fermi energy. We note that complete understanding 
of this phenomenon requires further investigation, both experimental and theoretical. 
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4.3.3 Surface enhanced Raman effects 
We employed Raman measurements on the Au/G SC in order to probe the electric near-
field spatial distributions and the measurements indicate significant field enhancement in 
the vicinity of graphene due to plasmonic Au SC. The results are presented in following 
sections. 
 
Fig 4.19: a) Average Raman spectra of Au/G fractals for t = 1 - 5 orders and for a reference 
unpatterned graphene (t = 0) recorded at λex = 514 nm. Curves are offset by 10. b) SERS 
enhancement of the graphene G and 2D bands at λex = 514 nm as a function of the SC lattice 
constant at in log-log scale. Experimental electric-field enhancement |𝑬|𝟐/|𝑬𝟎|
𝟐 maps of the 
BCB vibrational band ω*=1655 cm-1 at λex = 514 nm for t = 5 (c) and its electromagnetic 
simulation (d). Each map is normalized to its maximum value. 
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Figure 4.19a shows average Raman spectra of Au/G fractals for t = 1 - 5 orders on a 
Si/SiO2 substrate at an excitation wavelength λex = 514 nm with a bare graphene as 
reference (t = 0). Prominent G and 2D bands, characteristic of graphene Raman spectra, are 
observed at 1584-1589 cm
-1
 and 2674-2689 cm
-1
 respectively, along with a small D peak at  
1343-1349 cm
-1
. As explained in detail (section 4.1.1), the G band corresponds to Brillouin 
zone-center optical E2g phonon in graphene, D band  is due to the breathing modes of six 
atom rings and requires defect for activation, and 2D band is the second order of D band 
which originate from a double resonance process that does not need a defect. The presence 
of weak D peak indicates quality of graphene is deteriorated to a certain degree, and this 
could be attributed to adatom-induced defects by gold.
159
 Also, the broadening of the G 
band is negligible; suggesting phonon symmetry near the K-point is not broken. Note that 
the D band intensity was significantly stronger in the case of graphene nanoribbons 
(section 4.1.1) along with a broadened G band, which arise due to rigorous fabrication 
methods involving direct etching of graphene introducing edge defects. From this, it is 
evident that the Au/G plasmonic structures offer a distinct advantage of preserving the 
quality of graphene over direct patterning. 
 It can be inferred from Fig 4.19a that the enhancement of the Raman signal at higher 
orders is much stronger than that of the reference graphene, which predicts the presence of 
hot spots. When a LSP mode is excited through the Au fractal, a considerable field 
enhancement not only near the squares but also across the graphene layer occurs. The 
SERS enhancement factor for G and 2D band is quantitatively shown in Fig 4.19b as a 
function of the lattice constant at of the Au SCs at λex = 514 nm. Enhancement is found to 
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be larger for smaller squares, achieving an enhancement factor up to 10
5 
for the smallest 
square (L5). 
By depositing a thin layer of Brilliant Cresyl Blue (BCB) dye as a probe on t = 5 Au/G SC, 
the SERS enhancement all over the fractal surface is mapped (Fig 4.19c). The contour plot 
presents a maximum of contrast in between the squares with size L4 and L5 and is in 
excellent agreement with the electromagnetic simulation illustrated in Fig 4.19d. As the 
dye is not resonant at the probed excitation wavelength (see section 4.2.3), the observed 
signal is due purely to a surface-enhanced electromagnetic effect.  
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4.3.4 Au/G photodetector  
Au/G photodetectors are realized by fabricating Au SC at t = 5 order on graphene. This 
scheme employs metal-graphene-metal configuration as a building block, combined with 
Au SC to enhance light absorption in graphene. The optical image and scheme are shown in 
Figure 4.20 while the experimental setup employed for characterization is outlined in Fig 
3.9. 
 
Fig 4.20: a) Optical image of a 35±3 nm thick Au SC for t = 5 (yellow) on SLG (blue) transferred 
on a Si/SiO2 substrate (gray). Four leads of the photodetector are also shown (yellow). b) Scheme of 
the device.  
Figures 4.21a-d present characterization of Au/G fractal photodetector for different incident 
photon energies and power densities. All the measurements are carried out at room 
temperature and in vacuum (10
-6 
mbar) and VSD is set to 0.1 V. The photocurrent, i.e., the 
difference between the current measured under illumination and the dark current at five 
different incident laser energies (0.8 eV, 1.46 eV, 1.94 eV and 2.38 eV) as a function of 
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relative gate voltage to the CNP at a fixed incident power density 10 mW cm
-2
 is shown in 
Fig 4.21a. It is observed that a photocurrent is generated for all laser energies, confirming a 
functioning photodiode in the VIS-NIR regime. The photocurrent follows typical shape 
observed in graphene field-effect devices, with a minimum at VG = VCNP, due to charge 
neutrality which is translated as minimum photocurrent when the relative gate voltage is 
zero. At larger gate voltages close to -80 V, an increased photocurrent is observed at all the 
incident laser energies, ~ 100 times more compared to that at zero relative gate voltage. Fig 
4.21b represents photocurrent as a function of VG  - VCNP at 1.94 eV illumination energy for 
different laser powers. Here we considered the power impinging on the device area, i.e., the 
total area of graphene channel which is 40 x 40 µm. The influence of power is more 
pronounced at larger negative gate voltages, exhibiting up to 10 times enhancement when 
the power is varied from 1 mW cm
-2
 to 75 mW cm
-2
 at -80 V relative gate voltage shift. 
From Fig 4.21a,b it is obvious that the photocurrent can be  efficiently controlled by 
changing the back gate voltage.  
The dependence of photocurrent on incident power is further investigated and reported in 
Fig 4.21c. Here the photocurrent is recorded at 1.46, 1.94, and 2.38 eV laser energies (849 
nm, 639 nm and 521 nm respectively) at a fixed gate voltage -50V, by varying incident 
power density from 0 up to 130 mW cm
-2
. Photocurrent shows a large linear increment up 
to ~ 20 mW cm
-2
 with power density and a further increase shows a reduced slope, 
indicating a saturation effect. This could be due to electrostatic and thermal effects, 
trapping and re-combination occurring at high values of power.
69,313,314
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Fig 4.21: AC photocurrent density as a function of the relative gate voltage to the CNP for different 
incident laser energies at 10 mW cm
-2
 (a) and for different incident powers of a 1.94 eV laser (b). c) 
AC photocurrent at VG = -50 V as a function of power for different laser energies. Solid lines show 
power law fits. d) AC photocurrent at VG = -50 V as a function of the VSD for a 1.94 eV laser at 10 
mW cm
-2 
incident power. 
The photocurrent as a function of VSD under 1.94 eV laser frequency and 10 mW cm
-2
 
power at -50V gate voltage is shown in Fig 4.21d, indicating linear increase of photocurrent 
with VSD. 
Fig 4.22 summarizes figures of merit of our Au/G fractal array photodetectors (See section 
2.4.2 for definitions and equations). We ensured to work in linear region in Fig 4.21c to 
avoid any overheating in the sample. Therefore the power density was fixed at 10 mW cm
-2 
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for all the measurements presented here. In Fig 4.22a, the broadband and electrically 
tunable responsivity 𝑅 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ 𝑃𝑖𝑛⁄   of a 3 x 3 array of t = 5 Au/G SC is shown as a 
function of the applied gate voltage. The device total absorption A = 1 - R, and the external 
(𝐸𝑄𝐸 = 𝑅ħ𝜔 𝑒⁄ )  and internal (𝐼𝑄𝐸 = 𝐸𝑄𝐸 𝐴⁄ ) quantum efficiencies are evaluated in 
Fig 4.22b. It is worth noting that in the spectral range investigated, the Au/G SC 
photodetector IQE is up to 100% in correspondence of the ω5 LSP resonance. An 
enhancement factor of up to 10 is presented in Figure 4.22c for the Au/G SC device over an 
unpatterned graphene device. 
The efficiency measurements can be affected by noise signals, such as thermal noise and 
shot noise.
313,315
 Therefore a proper assessment of the PD performance is not just provided 
by the responsivity, but also by measuring the noise-equivalent-power (NEP). NEP 
quantifies sensitivity of a photodetector by expressing the weakest optical signal that can be 
detected and it is defined as the input signal power that results in a signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) of unity.
316
 NEP is calculated from responsivity R as 
223,302,317,318
: 𝑁𝐸𝑃 =
𝑆𝑖 𝑅 [𝑊. 𝐻𝑧
−1 2⁄ ],⁄  where 𝑆𝑖  is the noise current spectral density measured with 0.5 s 
integration time. Usually, the noise level of photodetectors in current-operating mode is 
limited by the thermal Johnson-Nyquist contribution which is given by
313,319
 √4𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑅𝑑⁄  
which can be directly extracted from the measured conductivity. Here Rd and T represent 
dark resistance of the device and the absolute temperature respectively. Frequency-
dependent NEP at a bias voltage 0.1 V and VG = -50 V is presented in Fig 4.22d. NEP 
exhibits a minimum value  of 2 × 10
-14
 W Hz 
-1/2
 at 2.38 eV photon energy, which is 
compatible with state-of-the-art two-dimensional photodetectors.
320
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Fig 4.22: a) Responsivity as a function of photon energy for different gate voltages. Inset shows a 
false color optical microscopy micrograph of the 3x3 array device. b) Internal and external quantum 
efficiencies at VG = -50 V. c) Responsivity enhancement factor with respect to a bare graphene 
photodetector (t = 0) at VG = -50 V. e) NEP as a function photon energy at VG = -50 V. 
To summarize, we realized a novel, highly sensitive graphene based PD with a broadband 
optical response employing Au SC fractals. Further, plasmonic SCs are insensitive to the 
linear and diagonal polarization of the incident light, having a centrosymmetric geometry as 
shown in section 4.2.1. These provide a distinct advantage in our devices compared to the 
previously proposed plasmonic enhancement methods in graphene, which are mostly 
narrowband and polarization dependent.
164,165,221,222
 Our device exhibits an enhancement up 
to an order of magnitude over bare graphene PD, which is comparable to the reported 
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enhancement factor 8-13 for a graphene PD with Au snowflake fractal.
69
 The enhanced 
photocurrent generation in our Au/G plasmonic PD could be attributed to the increased 
absorption of incident light due to strong electric-field enhancements provided by the 
plasmonic fractal. The Au SC positioned on graphene at their LSPR leads to generation of 
hot carriers
321
, which possess an excess energy compared to the Fermi energy of the 
system. As a consequence, a photovoltage is generated by PTE effect. This mechanism may 
have been greatly favored by the small electron heat capacity and large light-induced 
changes in electron temperature in graphene.
217,322,323
 Separation of the generated charge 
carriers requires a junction, which is provided by a difference in work function of metal and 
graphene (see Fig 4.16c) as well as the applied bias voltage.
221,324
 These carriers then 
produce a photocurrent either by reaching the contacts while still hot or by establishing a 
local photovoltage within the focal area of laser spot which drives the photocurrent through 
the rest of the device. We note that the overall photodetection efficiency in graphene based 
PD can be benefitted from carrier multiplication, which is the conversion of one high-
energy electron–hole pair into multiple electron–hole pairs of lower energy due to electron-
electron scattering.
320,325
  
Although much progress has been made recently, graphene based PD is in its infancy and 
faces many challenges in fundamental and practical aspects. As outlined in section 2.4.2, 
physical mechanisms of photoresponse in graphene PD could be attributed to several 
phenomenon, which are still debated and yet to be investigated thoroughly. In our devices, 
further studies such as scanning photocurrent confocal microscopy might be able to provide 
better insight into the photocurrent generation. Further, it is worth noting that the properties 
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of metal/graphene interfaces require more attention as the contact doping involves not only 
the electron transfer between materials with different work functions, but also the metal-
graphene chemical interaction.
269
 As future direction, we propose top-gating schemes to be 
integrated with graphene PDs for better control of carrier dynamics by applying smaller 
gate voltages which has been recently reported using ionic liquid electrolyte in graphene-
fractal metasurface device.
326
 We also note that better device performance, particularly high 
speed operation
327
, could be achieved by employing hBN as a substrate instead SiO2 as it 
offers superior carrier mobility in graphene.
328
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
We systematically investigated electrical and plasmonic properties of graphene, gold, and 
hybrid nanostructures. To this end, we fabricated graphene nanoribbons and gold 
nanostructures inspired by the Sierpinski carpet fractal on both graphene and on Si/SiO2. 
Electrical and optical characterizations along with electromagnetic simulations were 
performed demonstrating their uniquely tunable plasmonic response.  
Exploration of GNR devices served as a benchmark in developing methodologies for the 
state-of-the-art EBL and characterization techniques that were applied to more complex 
structures afterwards. GNR arrays with ribbon width ~ 150 nm were fabricated. Raman 
studies indicated strong D band, attributed to the edges. GNR based FETs were 
implemented, demonstrating the possibility to control the current flow through such devices 
by changing the gate voltage.  Optical studies on GNR arrays revealed multiple peaks in the 
MIR regime, attributed to the interaction of graphene plasmons with surface optical 
phonons accommodated by SiO2 substrate, as well as the graphene intrinsic optical phonon 
mode. Experimental observations were supported by COMSOL simulations, visualizing 
enhanced field intensities in individual ribbon edges. 
For the realization of devices with multiband spectral response, Au SC deterministic 
fractals were fabricated. FTIR revealed a broadband spectral response showing the 
possibility to support multiple resonances. Through systematic study of such multi-resonant 
modes spanning from VIS to MIR range, we demonstrated that they are originating from 
diffraction-mediated LSPs. Simple calculations by finite element method electromagnetic 
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simulations has also demonstrated large values of electric near-field enhancements in 
progressively smaller length scales of the fractal elements. Furthermore, SERS was 
employed to experimentally verify these results. The electric near-field enhancement was 
visualized on Brilliant Cresyl Blue molecules using the 5th order SC, providing a 
maximum electric-field enhancement factor of ~ 10 in the resonant case while ~ 5 in the 
non-resonant case. 
Novel Au/G systems were realized yielding enhanced light-graphene interactions, thanks to 
the higher field localization provided by Au plasmonic SC. A multimodal spectral response 
from the VIS to MIR range similar to that of SC without graphene was observed, but with 
an advantage of controlling such resonances through electrical gating of graphene. Strong 
SERS enhancement was observed for the G and 2D vibrational band intensities with 
increasing order of fractal, reaching a SERS enhancement factor up to 10
5
. Also the 
experimental electric-field enhancement map corresponding to the BCB vibrational band 
showed good agreement with the spatial distribution of the electric near-field enhancement 
obtained by electromagnetic simulations. Finally, Au/G photodetectors were realized to 
exploit increased absorption of incident light due to strong electric-field enhancements 
provided by Au plasmonic SCs. A broadband photoresponse was observed in the VIS-NIR 
range and an enhancement factor about 10 over a bare graphene photodetector was 
achieved. 
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